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Abstract

The boundaries of the auroral oval and auroral electrojets are an important source of information for understanding the coupling

between the solar wind and the near-earth plasma environment. Of these two types of boundaries the auroral electrojet

boundaries have received comparatively little attention, and even less attention has been given to the connection between the

two. Here we introduce a technique for estimating the electrojet boundaries, and other properties such as total current and peak

current, from 1-D latitudinal profiles of the eastward component of equivalent current sheet density. We apply this technique to

a preexisting database of such currents along the 105* magnetic meridian producing a total of eleven years of 1 minute resolution

electrojet boundaries during the period 2000–2020. Using statistics and conjunction events we compare our electrojet boundary

dataset with an existing electrojet boundary dataset, based on Swarm satellite measurements, and auroral oval proxies based

on particle precipitation and field aligned currents. This allows us to validate our dataset and investigate the feasibility of an

auroral oval proxy based on electrojet boundaries. Through this investigation we find the proton precipitation auroral oval is a

closer match with the electrojet boundaries. However, the bimodal nature of the electrojet boundaries as we approach the noon

and midnight discontinuities makes an average electrojet oval poorly defined. With this and the direct comparisons differing

from the statistics, defining the proton auroral oval from electrojet boundaries across all local and universal times is challenging.
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Abstract14

The boundaries of the auroral oval and auroral electrojets are an important source of15

information for understanding the coupling between the solar wind and the near-earth16

plasma environment. Of these two types of boundaries the auroral electrojet boundaries17

have received comparatively little attention, and even less attention has been given to18

the connection between the two. Here we introduce a technique for estimating the elec-19

trojet boundaries, and other properties such as total current and peak current, from 1-20

D latitudinal profiles of the eastward component of equivalent current sheet density. We21

apply this technique to a preexisting database of such currents along the 105◦ magnetic22

meridian producing a total of eleven years of 1 minute resolution electrojet boundaries23

during the period 2000–2020. Using statistics and conjunction events we compare our24

electrojet boundary dataset with an existing electrojet boundary dataset, based on Swarm25

satellite measurements, and auroral oval proxies based on particle precipitation and field26

aligned currents. This allows us to validate our dataset and investigate the feasibility27

of an auroral oval proxy based on electrojet boundaries. Through this investigation we28

find the proton precipitation auroral oval is a closer match with the electrojet bound-29

aries. However, the bimodal nature of the electrojet boundaries as we approach the noon30

and midnight discontinuities makes an average electrojet oval poorly defined. With this31

and the direct comparisons differing from the statistics, defining the proton auroral oval32

from electrojet boundaries across all local and universal times is challenging.33

Plain Language Summary34

The global location of the northern and southern lights holds particular importance35

for understanding where space weather hazards are heightened and where energy from36

space is deposited in the upper atmosphere. The brightness of these lights and related37

electrical currents also indicate the magnitude of the energy deposition and associated38

space weather hazards. However, global imaging of aurora is limited by sunlight, with39

generally fewer observations during summer months. Furthermore, global observations40

are not possible from the ground, and space based global imaging has been missing for41

close to two decades. In this study we investigate alternative methods, with particular42

emphasis on a technique based on ground magnetometers. Electrical currents have been43

robustly mapped for two decades over Fennoscandia, without observational limitations44

due to season. We investigate how the average location of these currents relate to the45

average location of the aurora and other related current systems. We use these results46

to discuss the feasibility of finding the location of the aurora from a more abundant data47

source and increasing the understanding of the underlying mechanisms.48

1 Introduction49

The boundaries of the auroral oval are natural points of reference for understand-50

ing and organising polar ionospheric electrodynamics (Burrell et al., 2020; Kilcommons51

et al., 2017; Andersson et al., 2004; Redmon et al., 2010). The poleward boundary of the52

auroral oval is a commonly used proxy of the boundary between open and closed mag-53

netic field lines (OCB) and, therefore, can be used to determine the amount of open mag-54

netic flux contained within the polar cap and is commonly used to describe the magnetic55

energy stored in the magnetotail (Milan et al., 2007, 2017). The equatorward boundary56

describes the extent of where this additional energy translates into enhanced auroral ac-57

tivity (precipitation, strengthened auroral electrojets etc.) and is important in under-58

standing where space weather hazards are heightened (Carbary, 2005). The auroral elec-59

trojets are often described as flowing within the auroral oval (Johnsen, 2013) and mea-60

surements of the electrojets are often reduced to singular metrics to describe the state61

of polar ionospheric activity (i.e., Auroral Lower index, Auroral Upper index, etc.) (Kamide62

& Akasofu, 1983; Rostoker et al., 1980).63
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The auroral oval is typically phenomenologically defined by auroral emissions or64

through the populations of energetic particle precipitation (Longden et al., 2010; Chisham65

et al., 2022; Kilcommons et al., 2017; Decotte et al., 2023; Feldstein & Starkov, 1967; Holz-66

worth & Meng, 1975; Zou et al., 2012). Thresholds of the total precipitating electron en-67

ergy flux are an often used proxy of the OCB (Boakes et al., 2008; Longden et al., 2010).68

However, ground-based auroral observations, which began prior to the advent of space-69

based observations, are limited by location and condition requirements, such as clouds,70

lunar illumination and solar illumination. A number of satellite auroral observations are71

able to image the entire auroral oval and therefore can provide global boundaries, how-72

ever they are limited by the time when the satellite was in operation, satellite orbit and73

to some extent solar illumination because of dayglow (Ohma et al., 2023). Particle de-74

tectors onboard satellites, such as the Defense Meteorlogical Space Program (DMSP) satel-75

lites, have enabled routine determination of auroral oval boundaries through identifica-76

tion of auroral particle precipitation populations (Kilcommons et al., 2017). An advan-77

tage of these measurements is they are not restricted by dayglow and solar illumination78

but they are limited to point observations along the satellite path. Decotte et al. (2023)79

have also shown that auroral boundaries identified via DMSP SSJ electrostatic analy-80

sers are biased in some local time sectors due to the trajectory of these satellites through81

the auroral zone.82

Both field aligned currents and the auroral electrojets can be estimated from their83

magnetic field signatures using magnetometers onboard satellites such as CHAllenging84

Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) and the Swarm satellites and have been compared with85

the auroral oval (Feldstein et al., 1999; Xiong & Lühr, 2014). Routines have been de-86

signed to find the FAC boundaries and electrojet boundaries, with advantages and dis-87

advantages similar to those of boundary estimates made using satellite-based particle88

instruments (Xiong et al., 2014; Xiong & Lühr, 2014; Aakjær et al., 2016; Juusola et al.,89

2006; Viljanen et al., 2020; Kervalishvili et al., 2020). Historically, however, estimates90

of the electrojets have predominantly been made using ground based magnetometers (Harang,91

1946). Like satellite magnetometers, ground-based magnetometers are not challenged92

by weather and solar illumination but additionally have the advantage of being fixed ge-93

ographically (i.e., can remain in and around the auroral zone and ionospheric interac-94

tion region). Such measurements have generally been made at 1-min cadence for the last95

few decades, and more recently 10-s and even 1-s cadence. However, accurate background96

magnetic field estimates are required for baseline removal in order to retrieve the real97

magnitude of perturbations. Additionally, ground magnetometers are limited by loca-98

tion and operation, where more inaccessible sites generally experience more down time99

and areas of sea or completely inaccessible areas of land produce gaps in the distribu-100

tion of magnetometers. Furthermore, ground induced currents can obscure the deriva-101

tion of the ionospheric current particularly when it is assumed the magnetic field per-102

turbations are purely of ionospheric origin.103

The clear advantages of ground based magnetometers, in terms of data coverage104

and reliability, make it important to use the measurements to identify the boundaries105

of the auroral electrojets and understand their place in describing the auroral oval. Thus106

enhancing our knowledge of the auroral oval when more typical measurements are lack-107

ing and gaining a greater understanding of the links between ionospheric processes. To108

our knowledge, three studies have used an algorithm based approach to identify the bound-109

aries of the auroral electrojets on the basis of ground magnetometer measurements (Kisabeth110

& Rostoker, 1971; Johnsen, 2013; Feldstein et al., 1999). In all of these studies the ra-111

dial component of magnetic field perturbations was primarily used for determination of112

the latitudinal extent of the auroral electrojets, and in only one of these was a limited113

comparison with auroral oval boundaries carried out (Feldstein et al., 1999). Kisabeth114

and Rostoker (1971) used a set of magnetometers around the 302◦ magnetic meridian115

(Western Canada), and defined the boundaries of the auroral electrojet as the location116

of the maxima and minima in the radial component that flank the zero point of the ra-117
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Boundary Data Set Boundary Type Measurements

Current Paper (GBM)
Auroral Electrojets

Ground Based Magnetometers
(S. J. Walker et al., 2023) (S. J. Walker et al., 2022; S. Walker et al., 2023)

Swarm (SBM)
Auroral Electrojets

Swarm Magnetometers
(Viljanen et al., 2020) (Kervalishvili et al., 2020)

SI12
Aurora Space Based Imager (IMAGE)

(Chisham et al., 2022)

SI13
Aurora Space Based Imager (IMAGE)

(Chisham et al., 2022)

DMSP
Precipitation Space Based Particle Detector

(Kilcommons et al., 2017)

CHAMP Model
Field Aligned Currents

CHAMP Magnetometer
(Xiong & Lühr, 2014) (Xiong et al., 2014)

Table 1: The data sets used in this study, the type of boundaries they identify, and the
the measurements used to derive them.

dial component or the peak in the horizontal component. They investigated how the width118

and peak varied during a selection of substorms. Johnsen (2013) modelled the auroral119

electrojet as a set of line currents, with amplitudes obtained from fits to the ground mag-120

netic field measured by ground magnetometers in Scandinavia. They then estimated the121

electrojet boundaries algorithmically using the same criteria described by Kisabeth and122

Rostoker (1971). These boundaries are then provided to real time tracking and alerts123

for auroral activity, such as the Advanced Forecast For Ensuring Communications Through124

Space (AFFECTS) project (Bothmer et al., 2013).125

In Section 2 we estimate the electrojet boundaries from minute resolution electro-126

jet current profiles along the 105◦ magnetic meridian presented by S. Walker et al. (2023)127

(S. J. Walker et al., 2022), which yields a database spanning a total of eleven years dur-128

ing the 21-year period between 2000 and 2020 (S. J. Walker et al., 2023). In Section 3129

we compare these boundaries both in case studies and statistically with auroral electro-130

jet boundaries estimated via satellite-bourne magnetometers, auroral oval boundaries131

found using particle precipitation measurements from DMSP satellites (Kilcommons et132

al., 2017; Decotte et al., 2023), a merging electric field scaled model of the FAC bound-133

aries (Xiong et al., 2014; Xiong & Lühr, 2014) and auroral oval boundaries found using134

satellite based far ultra violet (FUV) measurements of the aurora (Longden et al., 2010;135

Chisham et al., 2022). In Section 4 we discuss these comparisons and how the auroral136

electrojet boundaries relate to the auroral oval both on average and on a case by case137

basis.138

2 Data and Methodology139

In this section we describe the different boundary datasets used in this study and140

the methodology behind them. Table 1 summarises these datasets. We also describe the141

parameters we use to bin our data.142
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2.1 Electrojet Boundaries from Regionally Constrained Divergence Free143

Currents144

We now describe how we derive the database of electrojet boundaries and prop-145

erties based on the minute-resolution sheet current density profiles produced by S. Walker146

et al. (2023).147

2.1.1 Estimating the Electrojet Currents148

The core component of S. Walker et al. (2023) and how they estimate the divergence-149

free ionospheric currents is the spherical elementary current systems (SECS) method.150

The superposition of an appropriately scaled collection of SECS basis functions can recre-151

ate any two-dimensional current system that exists on a spherical shell, such as the divergence-152

free ionospheric currents (Vanhamäki & Juusola, 2020; Amm, 1997; Amm & Viljanen,153

1999). Amm (1997) introduced divergence-free SECS basis functions with this purpose154

in mind, and described the current associated with each type of basis function. Amm155

and Viljanen (1999) then derived analytic expressions for the corresponding magnetic156

field. These expressions for the magnetic field enable estimation of the amplitude of each157

member of a collection of SECS basis functions from measurements of the magnetic field158

via a linear inverse problem. Once these amplitudes are known, it is straightforward to159

calculate the total divergence-free current system that can represent the measured mag-160

netic field. S. Walker et al. (2023) used measurements made by a fixed set of twenty ground161

magnetometers in Fennoscandia to constrain their SECS model along with regularisa-162

tion of the east-west gradient and the amplitude of the model vector. Using this model,163

the divergence-free ionospheric sheet current density was estimated along the 105◦ mag-164

netic meridian for each minute when the magnetometers were available concurrently over165

the twenty year period from 2000 to 2020 (S. J. Walker et al., 2022).166

2.1.2 Electrojet Algorithm167

We now describe the algorithm we use to estimate the boundaries and properties168

of the auroral electrojets (S. J. Walker et al., 2022) from the eastward component of the169

divergence-free current density for each of the sheet current density profiles described170

in the previous subsection. Examples of the eastward and westward electrojet bound-171

aries identified via this algorithm are shown in the right middle panels of Figures 1 and172

2. These figures show occurrences of DMSP and Swarm satellites coinciding with data173

from S. J. Walker et al. (2022) and a median sheet current density profile is created for174

each satellite by selecting data from S. J. Walker et al. (2022) that occurs between the175

time of the boundaries detected by the satellites during the event. Specifically, the al-176

gorithm estimates the poleward and equatorward boundary, the value and location of177

the peak sheet current, and the width and total current of multiple current sections, and178

proceeds as follows.179

1. Initial boundary estimates are identified as the points where the current profile180

crosses positive or negative thresholds defined as the 10th percentile of the abso-181

lute current density or the latitude limits of the meridian (shown as thick black182

horizontal lines in the right middle panels of figure 1 and 2 as thresholds for the183

red median profile). This procedure splits the current profile into different sections.184

2. Since the current profiles quite often flatten just above the 10th percentile, in the185

next step the boundary is moved closer to where a clear peak is formed. This point186

is defined as the closest point to the peak where the gradient is still less than 60%187

of the mean absolute gradient in the electrojet section. The peak itself is excluded188

by ensuring that the current magnitude is less than 40% of the mean of the par-189

ticular section. If a new boundary can not be defined in this way, the initial es-190

timate is kept. As such, the boundaries sometimes end up at or close to the low-191

and high-latitude edges of the meridian (respectively 49◦ and 81◦). In such cases192
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the full current section may not have been resolved and the boundaries should not193

be used.194

The boundaries (shown as vertical lines in Figure 1 and 2), peaks, widths, and to-195

tal integrated current of the three strongest eastward and three strongest westward cur-196

rents are saved, where the strength is defined by the total integrated current of the pro-197

file (the strongest east and west current sections are highlighted in Figure 1 and 2, with198

their corresponding colour, for the median profiles associated with the Swarm A satel-199

lite). This dataset is publicly available: S. J. Walker et al. (2023). In this study we use200

the following criteria to deselect a number of boundaries deemed untrustworthy:201

1. Boundaries occurring on first three (less than 50.5◦ MLat) and last three merid-202

ian data points (greater than 79.5◦) are removed as the entire current section may203

not have been resolved204

2. Eastward (westward) current sections must have peaks greater than 0.05 Am−1
205

(less than −0.1 Am−1) for their boundaries to remain. The thresholds are differ-206

ent because the westward electrojet is typically stronger than the eastward elec-207

trojet.208

2.2 Swarm209

We now outline the methodology of Aakjær et al. (2016), which is based on the work210

of Olsen (1996), for calculating sheet currents using Swarm magnetometers. This is the211

methodology used by Kervalishvili et al. (2020) to produce the publicly available sheet212

current dataset. That can be obtained from https://vires.services/ using the code213

SW OPER AEJALPL 2F, SW OPER AEJBLPL 2F, and SW OPER AEJCLPL 2F for214

Swarm A, B and C respectively. We also describe how Viljanen et al. (2020) and Kervalishvili215

et al. (2020) use these sheet current profiles to create a data set of Swarm-based elec-216

trojet boundaries (also available from https://vires.services/ using the code SW OPER AEJAPBL 2F,217

SW OPER AEJBPBL 2F, SW OPER AEJCPBL 2F for Swarm A, B and C respectively).218

Aakjær et al. (2016) represent the auroral electrojet as a series of line currents at219

an altitude of approximately 110 km separated by 113 km along and orientated perpen-220

dicular to the satellite track. Similar to the SECS approach, the amplitude of each line221

current is obtained as an inverse problem in which the superimposed magnetic field of222

the line currents is constrained by the magnitude of the magnetic field perturbations mea-223

sured by the Swarm satellites, where the contribution from FACs is minimal. In Viljanen224

et al. (2020) these line currents are then transformed into the Quasi-Dipole magnetic east225

direction before applying the following electrojet algorithm:226

1. Find the interpolated zero crossings of the current density curve.227

2. Calculate the total current between crossings.228

3. Define the electrojet as the series of current densities with the maximum total cur-229

rent or minimum in the case of the westward electrojet.230

The dataset is also provided with a set of quality flags that allow for the removal of spu-231

rious boundaries. In this study the quality flags were used to remove bad boundaries if232

any of the following conditions are true:233

1. No eastward/westward currents detected.234

2. The equatorward boundary occurs at the edge of the analysis area and the den-235

sity is larger than 20% of peak value.236

3. The poleward boundary occurs at the edge of the analysis area and the density237

is larger than 20% of peak value.238
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4. the Swarm orbit does not fully cover the predefined oval latitude range. The lat-239

itude gap is 2 degrees or larger.240

5. The equatorward boundary occurs at the edge of the analysis area.241

6. The poleward boundary occurs at the edge of the analysis area.242

7. The peak value occurs at the edge of the analysis area.243

As both an eastward and westward electrojet can be detected in one oval crossing and244

only the peaks of the electrojets are provided, we choose the appropriate electrojet by245

the one with the largest peak magnitude.246

2.3 Xiong FAC Boundaries247

Xiong et al. (2014) use the magnetic field measurements made by CHAllenging Min-248

isatellite Payload (CHAMP) to estimate small-scale field-aligned currents (FACs). They249

then use these estimates to identify the boundaries of the FACs for each pass of the au-250

roral oval. Xiong and Lühr (2014) bin these boundaries based on MLT and time inte-251

grated merging electric field (Em), with the latter defined in terms of the Newell epsilon252

value (Newell et al., 2007). For each Em bin an ellipse is fit to the mean latitude of the253

poleward and equatorward boundaries across all MLT bins. Each ellipse parameter is254

represented by a quadratic in terms of Em, with coefficients estimated using least squares,255

thus creating a model of the FAC boundaries that is dependent on the Newell epsilon256

parameter.257

2.4 Boundaries from Global Auroral Imagery258

Longden et al. (2010) and Chisham et al. (2022) define an algorithm for identify-259

ing auroral boundaries in FUV images from the Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global260

Exploration (IMAGE) satellite (Mende, Heetderks, Frey, Lampton, et al., 2000). They261

apply this algorithm to all three imagers on the IMAGE satellite, SI12, SI13 and WIC,262

creating three datasets. For this study we focus on the boundaries found using the SI12263

and SI13 imagers (Mende, Heetderks, Frey, Stock, et al., 2000), which measure emissions264

related to proton and electron precipitation respectively, as they have a reduced influ-265

ence from dayglow compared to the WIC imager (Longden et al., 2010). The Chisham266

et al. (2022) auroral boundary algorithm proceeds as follows: (1) The locations of the267

pixels of the raw image are found in AACGM (Altitude Adjusted Corrected Geomag-268

netic) coordinates. (2) Measured intensities in the image are subdivided into bins of size269

1 h in MLT, the first bin being 0–1 MLT, and 1◦ MLat between 50◦ and 90◦ MLat. (3)270

A latitudinal intensity profile is constructed for each MLT segment. (4) This profile is271

then fitted by two different functions: the sum of a Gaussian function and a quadratic,272

and the sum of two Gaussian functions and a quadratic. The function with better good-273

ness of fit is then chosen as the better fit. (5) In the case of a single Gaussian being the274

better fit the poleward and equatorward boundaries are determined by the peak of the275

Gaussian curve plus and minus the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaus-276

sian respectively. In the case of the double Gaussian the poleward boundary is deter-277

mined by the peak of the Gaussian curve with the poleward maximum plus its FWHM278

and the equatorward boundary is determined by the peak of the Gaussian curve with279

the equatorward maximum minus its FWHM. Additional acceptance criteria for a suc-280

cessful boundary determination can be found in Longden et al. (2010) and Chisham et281

al. (2022).282

2.5 DMSP (Kilcommons Algorithm)283

The Kilcommons et al. (2017) algorithm estimates the auroral oval boundaries on284

the basis of precipitation measurements made by the Special Sensor J (SSJ) instrument285
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onboard DMSP satellites. Decotte et al. (2023) use a portion of this algorithm to pro-286

duce auroral precipitation occurrence probability maps from the same measurements.287

Using the total energy flux of electrons between 1.3 and 30 keV (JE), Kilcommons288

et al. (2017) identify candidate auroral ovals as regions where JE is greater than 109 eV289

for polar passes that cross the auroral oval in two places. Using a figure of merit an au-290

roral oval pair is selected from the candidates and the latitude limits recorded as auro-291

ral oval boundaries. Examples of these boundaries can be seen in the top right panel of292

Figure 1 and 2 along with the JE latitude profile.293

Decotte et al. (2023) used a similar approach however, they use a limit of 2×109 eV.294

Furthermore, to counter problems due to orbital bias and make a dataset that can be295

statistically compared to the others mentioned in the prior subsections, the threshold296

is used to create a binary dataset of spacecraft locations (for several DMSP satellites)297

defined as being within either auroral or non auroral precipitation. From this dataset298

statistical maps of auroral precipitation occurrence probability are then created.299

2.6 Newell coupling function ϵN300

We make use of the Newell coupling function301

ϵN = v4/3
(√

B2
y +B2

z

)2/3

sin8/3 (θ/2) , (1)

throughout this study. Here v, By, Bz, and θ = tan−1 (By/Bz) are respectively the so-302

lar wind speed, the y and z components of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), and303

the IMF clock angle, with all quantities given in geocentric solar magnetic coordinates.304

We use ϵN averaged over a two-hour backward-looking window, ϵ̄N , as an indica-305

tor of solar wind driving. This quantity is calculated using solar wind and IMF measure-306

ments from the NASA OMNI database at one-minute resolution (King & Papitashvili,307

2005).308

3 Results309

3.1 Conjunctions310

In this section we present two conjunction events between DMSP satellites, Swarm311

satellites and the 105◦ magnetic meridian, on which the ground based magnetometer (GBM)312

electrojet boundary dataset is located.313

Figure 1 shows a conjunction between the 105◦ magnetic meridian, the Swarm A314

and C satellites and the DMSP F17 satellite for the period between 14:33:00 and 14:53:00315

on 13th March 2014. Figure 2 shows a conjunction between the 105◦ magnetic merid-316

ian, the Swarm A satellite and the DMSP F18 satellite between 16:14:22 and 16:37:34317

on the 22nd of February 2014. In both Figures 1 and 2, the left panel shows a map il-318

lustrating the 105◦ meridian and the orbital trajectory of the satellites in a cubed-sphere319

projection during the conjunction. The top right panel shows the integrated energy flux320

between 1.3 and 30 keV for the electrons and ions based on measurements by the SSJ321

instrument onboard the DMSP satellite, together with the precipitation boundaries from322

Kilcommons et al. (2017). The horizontal line represents the threshold value used by Kilcommons323

et al. (2017). The middle right panel shows several sheet current density profiles, one324

for each satellite in the event. Each profile is constructed by finding the median sheet325

current density in S. J. Walker et al. (2023) occurring at times between when the two326

boundaries were identified by the particular satellite and are colour coded by the asso-327

ciated satellite (following the scheme in the left panel). Thus there are three median pro-328

files in Figure 1 and two median profiles in Figure 2. The algorithm described in section329

2.1.2 is applied to each median profile and the boundaries of the strongest east and west330
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Figure 1: Conjunction event between the 105◦ magnetic meridian, Swarm A, Swarm C
and DMSP F17, occurring between 14:33:00 and 14:53:00 UT on 13th of March 2014. The
105◦ magnetic meridian goes from approximately 16.5 to 16.9 MLT and ϵ̄N ranges from
3.6 to 4.3. The left panel shows a map of Fennoscandia and the location of the twenty
magnetometers used by S. Walker et al. (2023), the satellite trajectories and the 105◦

magnetic meridian. Magnetic latitudes and longitudes are given in Apex coordinates. The
top right panel shows the proton and electron energy flux measurements by DMSP F17
integrated between 1.3 and 30 keV. Vertical green lines show the auroral oval boundaries
found through the method described by Kilcommons et al. (2017) and a horizontal or-
ange line shows the associated integrated flux threshold. The middle right panel shows
an application of the algorithm, described in section 2.1.2, to three median sheet current
density profiles. Each median sheet current density profile is constructed by finding the
median of the eastward sheet current density in S. J. Walker et al. (2022) between the
time of the boundaries found using DMSP F17, Swarm A and Swarm C. The colour of
each median profile indicates which satellite boundary times are used for the window
to determine the median profile, following the same colour convention as the left panel.
The strongest east and west current sections found using the median profile associated
with Swarm A are highlighted with their corresponding colour. The bottom right panel
shows the sheet current density profiles found using Swarm A and C and their associated
electrojet boundaries (Viljanen et al., 2020; Kervalishvili et al., 2020). The colour of the
profiles and corresponding boundaries are the same colour to identify the satellite used.
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Figure 2: Conjunction event between the 105◦ magnetic meridian, Swarm A and DMSP
F18, occurring between 16:14:22 and 16:37:34 UT on 22nd of February 2014, in the same
format as Figure 1. The 105◦ magnetic meridian goes from approximately 18.2 to 18.6
MLT and ϵ̄N has a range of 5.4 to 6.1.

current for each median profile are shown with green and red vertical lines respectively.331

The 10% quantile, which is used for the boundary first guess (cf. section 2.1.2), is shown332

and the strongest east and west currents are highlighted with their corresponding colours333

for the median profile associated with the Swarm A conjunction in Figure 1 and 2. The334

bottom right panel shows the sheet current density profiles, derived using the line cur-335

rent method and the Swarm magnetometers, and the boundaries of the eastward cur-336

rent (Aakjær et al., 2016; Viljanen et al., 2020; Kervalishvili et al., 2020).337

In both conjunctions we find a clear similarity between the SECS derived eastward338

current, based on ground magnetometers, and the line current derived eastward currents,339

based on Swarm magnetometers. Unsurprisingly, we also see that the boundaries from340

the two electrojet datasets are very similar particularly if one considers the separation341

of the data points for the GBM electrojet boundaries, approximately 0.65◦ MLat. In both342

conjunctions we find the DMSP poleward boundary to coincide with the poleward elec-343

trojet boundaries, but the equatorward boundary is situated close to the peak of the elec-344

trojet. The equatorward extent of the integrated ion flux above the threshold matches345

well with the equatorward boundary of the electrojet, but the poleward extent only matches346

with the poleward boundary of the electrojet in Figure 1. Despite the short time scale347

of the conjunctions, the electrojet is not constant. In Figure 1 there is approximately348

ten minutes separation between the boundaries produced by Swarm A and C. Both the349

associated median GBM current and Swarm based magnetometer (SBM) current show350

clear differences, but the GBM and SBM poleward boundaries are relatively stable over351

this time period. However, the Swarm C and DMSP F17 boundaries are approximately352

two minutes apart which is why they have near identical median GBM current profiles353

and the boundaries found from these current profiles are identical. In Figure 2 the Swarm354

A and DMSP F18 boundaries are approximately 10 minutes apart which may contribute355
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Figure 3: Data coverage and distribution of the SI12, SI13, SBM electrojet and GBM
electrojet boundaries from one ϵ̄N bin, from Figure 5 and 6, and using the same MLT
binning as used in Figure 5 and 6. The left panel shows the data distribution for the
poleward boundary and the right panel shows the data distribution for the equatorward
boundary.

to significantly different median GBM current profiles and clear differences in the equa-356

torward GBM boundary. But, once again, the poleward boundary shows stability over357

this period and is identical for the median GBM current profiles associated with DMSP358

F18 and Swarm A.359

3.2 Data Availability and Distribution360

In the following section we present and describe a statistical investigation of the361

various boundary datasets.362

Six bins of close to equal sample size have been created using ϵ̄N for the ground363

based magnetometer electrojet boundary dataset. These bins are applied to all the datasets364

and additionally binned by MLT bins of size 1 h starting at 0–1 MLT. The mean Newell365

epsilon values and binning are explained further in section 3.3. Figure 3 shows the num-366

ber of poleward and equatorward boundaries that contribute to the 5.1 < ϵ̄N < 6.7367

bin for all datasets. The general MLT trend and relative difference between the data sets368

is not greatly different between the different ϵ̄N bins used in Figures 5 and 6. There are369

much fewer SBM boundaries compared to other datasets and all four datasets show a370

reduction in the number boundaries pre-noon, however this reduction is much more sig-371

nificant with the FUV boundaries. The difference in the counts between the poleward372

and equatorward boundaries is minimal for all datasets. There is also a reduction in the373

number of GBM boundaries between 20 and 23 MLT and, although we do not show these374

plots, a similar behaviour can be observed for weaker ϵ̄N for the SBM boundaries.375

Figure 4 shows the median absolute deviation (MAD) of the poleward and equa-376

torward boundaries, as the radial value (in degrees), for the same ϵ̄N range as used in377

Figure 3, in order to depict the spread of the distribution behind each statistic. In gen-378

eral, including the bins not shown, the MAD of the poleward and equatorward bound-379

ary for the electrojet boundaries are very similar, particularly in terms of the location380
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Figure 4: Same as Figure 3 but the median absolute deviation (MAD) is calculated in-
stead of the data counts in each MLT bin.

of the peaks. The same cannot be said for the MAD of the SI12 and SI13 boundaries381

which exhibit peaks at 15 and 18 MLT respectively for the equatorward boundary but382

no clear peaks for the poleward boundary. Furthermore, the peaks in the MAD of the383

poleward boundary and equatorward boundary for all datasets is consistent across all384

bins of ϵ̄N . Overall the FUV boundaries have a smaller MAD than the other datasets,385

most significantly where the MAD peaks in GBM and SBM boundaries between 9 and386

12 MLT and 20 and 23 MLT. However the MAD of the equatorward boundaries is com-387

parable between 14 and 18 MLT and between 3 and 9 MLT and where the MAD of the388

FUV poleward boundaries peak their MAD is the largest of the datasets.389

3.3 The dependence of average boundaries on solar wind coupling390

We now present and describe the statistical maps (median values) of the different391

boundary datasets introduced in section 2.392

Figure 5 shows the median equatorward and poleward auroral boundaries using the393

SI12 and SI13 imagers on IMAGE (Chisham et al., 2022) as blue and purple lines respec-394

tively, together with the median ground based magnetometer (GBM) electrojet bound-395

aries (this study) shown with orange lines. The auroral occurrence probability based on396

the SSJ instrument onboard the DMSP satellites (Kilcommons et al., 2017; Decotte et397

al., 2023) is shown in grey-scale. Each plot within the figure represents a different ϵ̄N398

bin, reflecting its value averaged over the two hours prior to the boundary detection. The399

limits have been chosen so that the number of GBM electrojet boundaries is similar in400

each bin. Six bins have been created but the final bin (ϵN > 9.1) is omitted due to its401

large range and having comparatively more anomalous data. The IMAGE boundaries402

are selected when there are at least four boundaries available for an image, to avoid spu-403

rious boundaries. In addition to the algorithm described in section 2.1.2, the electrojet404

boundaries in Figure 5 are further screened to ensure confidence in the boundaries we405

present: (1) For each minute of data in S. J. Walker et al. (2022) the electrojet bound-406

aries are defined as the boundaries identified for the strongest current section (where strength407

is defined as the absolute total current of the section). (2) The boundaries of the elec-408
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Figure 5: Median SI12, SI13 and GBM electrojet boundaries in 5 bins of ϵ̄N (see section
2.6) and in 24 MLT bins of size 1 h, with the first bin being 0-1 MLT. The background
colour is used to show the auroral precipitation occurrence probability found by Decotte
et al. (2023) and using their spatial bins and additionally binned by our ϵ̄N ranges.
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trojet are checked for their proximity to the edge of the meridian, those occurring on the409

first three data points of the meridian (less than 50.5◦ MLat) and the last three data points410

(greater than 79.5◦ MLat) are removed to ensure that the boundary of the electrojet can411

be seen in S. J. Walker et al. (2022). (3) When an eastward electrojet is chosen the peak412

must be larger than 0.05 A/km and for a westward electrojet the peak must be below413

-0.1 A/km. (4) Finally, to make the boundaries comparable to those produced by Chisham414

et al. (2022) we bin the electrojet boundaries using MLT bins of width 1 MLT, centred415

at half MLTs. Additionally, we have used used bootstrapping to calculate how well de-416

fined the median of the datasets are. This is done using the scipy bootstrap function (Virtanen417

et al., 2020) where the use of default values creates 9999 random realisations of the data418

(all the data that contributes to one median data point in Figure 5) each the same size419

as the initial data. The median is then found for each realisation producing 9999 real-420

isations of the median and then the standard deviation is calculated using these medi-421

ans which we refer to as the bootstrapped standard deviation of the median from here-422

after. We do not show the bootstrapped standard deviation of the median as the val-423

ues are small. SBM has the largest bootstrapped standard deviations of all the dataset424

but, even so, the values do not exceed half a degree and therefore the medians of each425

dataset can be considered well defined. However this should not be considered an indi-426

cation of the spread of the distributions of the datasets, which is quantified by the MAD427

values in Figure 4, and further explored in section 4.428

We see a remarkable similarity between the SI12 boundaries and the electrojet bound-429

aries in most MLT sectors, however, differences are apparent in the pre-midnight sec-430

tor and around 15 MLT. In general for both boundaries SI12 is closer to the electrojets431

in comparison to the auroral occurrence probability and SI13. As ϵ̄N increases the SI12432

and electrojet boundaries on the dayside become closer but in the pre-midnight sector433

they become further apart, in this sector the SI12 boundaries remain quasi circular but434

the GBM boundaries increasingly deviate towards a straight line as ϵ̄N increases.435

Figure 6 shows median boundaries for the GBM electrojets and the Swarm based436

magnetometer (SBM) electrojets, as purple and orange lines respectively, using the same437

MLT and ϵ̄N bins as in Figure 5. The same auroral occurrence probability maps are also438

shown. The FAC boundary model (Xiong & Lühr, 2014) is shown as a blue dashed line,439

where the midpoint of the ϵ̄N bin is used as input for the model. As stated previously440

the bootstrapped standard deviation of the datasets presented are small and thus the441

median boundaries in Figure 6 are well defined.442

The different electrojet boundary datasets show a significant similarity for most443

MLT and ϵ̄N bins but the largest deviations appear on the night side for the poleward444

boundary and increase with ϵ̄N . The equatorward boundary of the FAC boundary model445

shows similarities with the electrojet boundary datasets, however much like FUV bound-446

aries in Figure 5 the FAC and electrojet boundaries are a poorer match in the pre-midnight447

sector where the shape of the electrojet boundaries change. In general the comparison448

is much worse between the FAC model and the electrojet boundaries for weaker ϵ̄N , even449

more so for the poleward boundary than the equatorward boundary.450

3.4 Seasonal variability of median boundaries451

Using satellite based FUV images and measurements of particle precipitation, pre-452

vious studies have investigated how season affects the auroral oval (Oznovich et al., 1993),453

the OCB (Laundal et al., 2010), and the equatorward boundary of the diffuse aurora (Landry454

& Anderson, 2019). In this section we investigate how the different boundary datasets455

used in this study vary with season, with summer and winter defined respectively as when456

the dipole tilt is ψ > 10◦ and ψ < −10◦, since we only use data from the Northern457

hemisphere.458
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Figure 6: Constructed the same as Figure 5 but using SBM electrojet boundaries instead
of SI12 and SI13. Additionally, FAC boundaries are found for each ϵ̄N bin by using the
midpoint of the bins as input for the model (Xiong & Lühr, 2014).
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Figure 7: Median SI12, SI13, SBM electrojet boundaries compared with the GBM elec-
trojet boundaries within one ϵ̄N bin from Figure 5 and 6 and using the same MLT bins.
Boundaries are additionally binned into summer and winter, where summer is defined as
when the dipole tilt is greater than 10◦ and winter is defined as when the dipole tilt is
less than -10◦. The left panel compares the seasonally binned GBM and SBM electrojet
boundaries. The middle panel compares the seasonally binned GBM electrojet boundaries
and the SI12 boundaries. The right panel compares the seasonally binned GBM electrojet
boundaries and the SI13 boundaries.
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Figure 7 shows the median of the poleward and equatorward boundary for each bound-459

ary dataset, using the same MLT binning used in Figure 5 and the 5.1 < ϵ̄N < 6.7460

bin from the same Figure. From left to right the panel compares seasonal GBM electro-461

jet boundaries with SBM electrojet boundaries, SI12 boundaries and SI13 boundaries462

respectively, where winter is defined as when the dipole tilt is less than −10◦ and sum-463

mer when the dipole tilt is greater than 10◦. We have also calculated the bootstrapped464

standard deviation for the median boundaries shown, finding that they are typically less465

than 0.6◦ across all datasets for both summer and winter and the poleward and equa-466

torward boundaries. Once again the SBM boundaries have the largest bootstrapped stan-467

dard deviation but even the larger spikes do not exceed one degree. Since the GBM dataset468

is from a fixed geographic location, it has its own inherent dipole tilt relation for a given469

MLT location, leading to systematic dipole tilt variations in MLT within the allowed sum-470

mer/winter range. Additionally there exist biases within the distribution of each mag-471

netometer’s availability per month that can shift the median month in summer and win-472

ter away from the solstices. Hence, subtle seasonal differences should be interpreted with473

care. The GBM equatorward boundary shows little difference due to season at dawn and474

from 14 to 17 MLT. However, significant differences can be seen from 8 to 14 MLT and475

pre-midnight. The GBM poleward boundary shows seasonal differences at all MLT sec-476

tors, being closest around 5 MLT and most different around 17 MLT.477

In the left panel we can see how the GBM and SBM boundaries compare season-478

ally. The SBM equatorward and poleward boundaries are similarly affected by season479

as the GBM boundaries are, in particular we see around 5 MLT that even the different480

datasets show little difference for both the poleward and equatorward boundaries. In other481

sectors the datasets are not as good a match. However, the seasonal trend is much the482

same, where the electrojet is more poleward during the summer in the pre-noon sector483

and more equatorward from 18 to 24 MLT. The pre-noon sector shows a clear shift in484

the equatorward boundary of the electrojet during the summer, deviating from the more485

circular path that is visible during the winter. There is a similar behaviour for the SBM486

poleward boundaries but not so clearly for the GBM poleward boundaries, an effect that487

could be attributed to the latitudinal limit of the datasets as the median poeward bound-488

ary for the SBM dataset is beyond the latitudinal extent of the GBM dataset.489

In the middle panel there is minimal seasonal variation in the SI12 poleward and490

equatorward boundaries. Therefore, although during summer the SI12 boundaries are491

similar to the GBM boundaries, in the winter they are not. The biggest difference be-492

tween the SI12 and GBM equatorward boundaries occurs pre-noon and pre-midnight in493

both seasons. For the poleward boundary the biggest difference occurs between 11 and494

20 MLT during the winter and 13 to 20 MLT in the summer.495

In the right panel we see that SI13 has a greater seasonal variation in both bound-496

aries than for SI12. For the equatorward boundary the greatest seasonal variation oc-497

curs from noon to midnight but from midnight to noon for the poleward boundary. Al-498

though the GBM boundaries do not match as well with SI13 as they do with SI12, there499

are some MLT sectors where the seasonal trends agree. In the SI12 and 13 datasets in500

the summer the equatorward boundary pre-noon exhibits a poleward shift and the pole-501

ward boundary has a poleward shift from 13 to 21 MLT and an equatorward shift be-502

tween 1 and 6 MLT.503

4 Discussion504

Knowledge of the location of auroral oval boundaries is an important tool for un-505

derstanding space weather and solar wind - magnetosphere coupling (Chisham et al., 2008).506

In particular, knowledge of the location of the OCB is very useful (Chisham, 2017), and507

a global and continually available proxy of the OCB would be invaluable. There are chal-508

lenges associated with finding these boundaries through more conventional measurements509
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such as auroral images and particle precipitation measurements. Here, we have proposed510

the advantages of understanding the auroral oval through the auroral electrojets due to511

the temporal and spatial prevalence of ground based magnetometers. In this section we512

discuss the results presented in section 3, with a focus on how our electrojet boundary513

dataset compares both statistically and in case studies to Swarm-based magnetometer514

electrojet boundaries (Kervalishvili et al., 2020; Viljanen et al., 2020) and other common515

means of estimating the auroral oval (SI12, SI13 and auroral precipitation occurrence516

probability) (Chisham et al., 2022; Decotte et al., 2023; Kilcommons et al., 2017).517

In Figure 6 we presented the modelled FAC boundaries (Xiong & Lühr, 2014) to-518

gether with the median electrojet boundary and auroral occurrence probability maps.519

One must be careful when interpreting differences between the FAC boundary model,520

the median boundaries and auroral occurrence probability because the ϵ̄N used to con-521

strain the model and the ϵ̄N used to bin the boundary data are calculated through dif-522

ferent methods (Xiong & Lühr, 2014). Despite this, the trend of increasing eccentricity523

of the poleward and equatorward boundaries as ϵ̄N weakens remains a valid similarity524

between the FAC boundaries and the SBM and GBM electrojet boundaries. Due to the525

latitude limit of the GBM electrojet boundaries the increase in eccentricity is clearer for526

the SBM electrojet poleward boundary than the GBM electrojet poleward boundary. Ex-527

cluding regions affected by the pre-noon and pre-midnight electrojet discontinuities, it528

is likely that an ellipse would represent an appropriate geometry for an electrojet bound-529

ary model and a similar approach to Xiong and Lühr (2014) could be a fruitful endeav-530

our.531

The SBM and GBM electrojet boundaries are similar both statistically (Figure 6)532

and in the two conjunction studies we present in section 3.1 (Figure 1 and 2). However,533

at the electrojet discontinuities, around pre-midnight and pre-noon (regions surround-534

ing and including the location of convection reversal), the SBM and GBM electrojet are535

dissimilar from each other and from the SI12 and SI13 boundary datasets. It is in these536

regions that we also observe spikes in the MAD of both boundaries from the SBM and537

GBM datasets (Figure 4), and a dip in the counts (Figure 3). Johnsen (2013) comments538

on the challenges of determining the electrojet boundaries at these discontinuities due539

to the elevated complexity of the current systems, and omits these regions from their bound-540

ary determination using three- and four-hour universal time (UT) windows for the pre-541

noon and pre-midnight discontinuities, respectively. However, we see in Figure 5 that542

on average the electrojet boundaries deviate more from the auroral oval (as defined by543

SI12) with increasing ϵ̄N value and with a greater range of MLTs affected. This suggests544

that a fixed window is not suitable and that in many cases useful information about the545

boundaries is likely discarded.546

To understand how different boundary datasets are affected in the discontinuity547

regions, we present in Figure 8 the distribution of the boundaries in two MLT bins around548

magnetic noon (11–12 MLT and 12–13 MLT) and two MLT bins around pre-midnight549

(20–21 and 21–22 MLT) for a single ϵ̄N bin (5.1–6.7) from Figure 5. There are two peaks550

in the distribution of GBM and SBM electrojet boundaries, most prominent in the dis-551

tribution of poleward boundaries, which suggests two distinct populations. Equivalent552

current maps in S. Walker et al. (2023) show that either side of the discontinuities the553

strongest current sections are opposite in direction. Consequently, our algorithm will de-554

scribe the auroral oval using the boundaries of the strongest eastward current section in555

the afternoon and dusk sectors and using the boundaries of the strongest westward cur-556

rent section in the dawn and morning sectors. In the Harang Discontinuity (HD) a low557

latitude strong westward (eastward) current flows into a high latitude westward (east-558

ward) current as the discontinuity is traversed clockwise (anti-clockwise) and the oppo-559

site is the case for the dayside discontinuity. While in the other MLT sectors the low lat-560

itude current section is on average much stronger than the high latitude current section,561

the strengths become more similar the closer we get to the discontinuities. In our bound-562
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Figure 8: Distribution of the poleward boundary and equatorward boundary for the SI12,
SI3, SBM electrojet and GBM electrojet boundary datasets within one ϵ̄N bin from Fig-
ure 5 and 6. Four MLT bins are selected from Figure 5 and 6, 11 to 12 MLT (a), 12 to 13
MLT (b), 20 to 21 MLT (c) and 21 to 22 MLT (d).
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aries we observe this as the boundary distributions becoming more bimodal and the av-563

erage shifting poleward as we come closer to the average location of the discontinuities564

due to the increase in probability of selecting the high latitude current section.565

Given that ambiguity in the dominant current section causes a poleward shift in566

the average boundaries we can use the poleward shift in the GBM and SBM electrojet567

boundaries in Figure 5 and 6 to identify where and how often the ambiguity occurs. SBM568

exhibits a greater poleward shift than the GBM dataset and this is due to the latitude569

limitations of the GBM data set, a consequence of the latitude distribution of magne-570

tometers in Fennoscandia (S. Walker et al., 2023). We also see in Figure 6 that the am-571

biguity pre-midnight covers a greater range of MLTs than pre-noon, something that can572

be the result of a difference in the size of the HD and the dayside discontinuity or/and573

a difference in the distribution in the MLT location of the two discontinuities. The MLT574

distribution of the discontinuity on the dayside is expected to depend on the IMF By,575

which strongly controls the plasma flow resulting from dayside reconnection (e.g., Laun-576

dal et al., 2018). Further separation by IMF By could shed light on the effect of By on577

the GBM/SBM poleward boundary variation. As we can see in Figure 7, the poleward578

shift in the boundaries at the dayside electrojet discontinuity is enhanced during the sum-579

mer compared to the winter. However, there appears to be no significant seasonal vari-580

ation in the effect in the HD region. This difference in seasonal variation between the581

dayside and the nightside could be an effect of corresponding variations in solar EUV582

produced conductance, which is more important on the dayside. In terms of the use of583

the GBM and SBM electrojet boundary datasets as auroral oval proxies one must con-584

sider the proximity to the HD and dayside discontinuity, solar wind driving (ϵ̄N ) and dipole585

tilt in order to determine the likelihood of dominant current section ambiguity.586

When analysing Figure 5 we find that the GBM electrojet boundaries, in most MLT587

sectors, are as close to the SI12 boundaries as they are to the SBM electrojet boundaries,588

particularly as ϵ̄N increases. On the other hand, the SI13 boundaries are only close when589

the differences between SI12 and SI13 are small. Feldstein et al. (1999) found that the590

eastward electrojet often extends equatorward of the auroral oval as defined by electron591

precipitation; this is the same relationship that we observe between the electrojet bound-592

aries and the SI13 boundaries and the auroral occurrence probability. Given that SI12593

measures the emissions related to proton precipitation and SI13 measurements are dom-594

inated by emissions related to electron precipitation (Coumans et al., 2004; Gérard et595

al., 2001; Frey et al., 2001), our results and the results of Feldstein et al. (1999) there-596

fore support one another, and contradict the notion that the electrojets must flow within597

the auroral oval as defined by electron precipitation (Rostoker et al., 1996).598

Although SI13 is related to the precipitation of auroral energy electrons, Figure 5599

shows that the auroral precipitation occurrence probability maps do not everywhere align600

well with the SI13 boundaries, in particular in the pre-noon sector where the auroral pre-601

cipitation occurrence probability extends far equatorward of all the boundary datasets602

in this study. In general the SI13 boundaries and the auroral precipitation occurrence603

probability become more dissimilar for weaker ϵ̄N values but the opposite is the case in604

the pre-noon sector. Figure 1 and 2 occur in the MLT ranges 16.5–16.9 and 18.2–18.6605

and with ϵ̄N ranges of approximately 3.6–4.3 and 5.4–6.1, respectively.606

Although Feldstein et al. (1999) do not examine the latitude limits of auroral en-607

ergy proton precipitation they do comment on the peak in proton precipitation occur-608

ring close to the centre of the eastward electrojet. Similarly, in Figure 1 and 2 we find609

the centre of enhanced auroral energy proton precipitation occurs around the centre of610

the eastward electrojet. Both in the median boundaries (Figure 5) and in the first con-611

junction (Figure 1) we observe an extension of the relationship between the eastward elec-612

trojet and proton precipitation, where limits of the precipitation are close to or coinci-613

dent with the eastward electrojet boundaries. Figure 1 and 2 show the same as Feldstein614

et al. (1999) and the median boundaries, that the eastward electrojet can extend equa-615
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torward of the electron precipitation defined auroral oval. However, the poleward limit616

of the electron precipitation occurring close to the poleward boundary of the eastward617

electrojet that can be see in Figures 1 and 2 is not shown in Figure 5 or in Feldstein et618

al. (1999) but is seen for the westward electrojet in Figure 5 and Feldstein et al. (1999).619

Finally, in Figure 2 the latitudinal extent of the proton precipitation poorly reflects the620

electrojet boundaries. Despite this, the equatorward boundary of the proton precipita-621

tion is much closer to the electrojet boundary than for the electron precipitation. Feldstein622

et al. (1999) finds a large variation in the relationship between precipitation regions and623

boundaries and the electrojet boundaries and centres, something that is also clear in this624

study with the difference between patterns in the average boundaries (Figure 5), and the625

direct comparisons (Figure 1 and 2). A greater number of direct comparisons may be626

required to ensure the trends in the average boundaries are representative of the trends627

in reality. In summation, with the results presented one must be careful when interpret-628

ing the auroral oval boundaries derived from the electrojet boundaries based on what629

is seen in the trends of the average boundaries.630

5 Conclusion631

Finding the boundaries of the auroral oval is of key importance in understanding632

the region of enhanced space weather hazards in the polar regions. In particular the OCB633

allows us to quantify the amount of open flux in the polar cap and subsequently under-634

stand the amount of energy stored in the magnetotail. In this study we have developed635

an algorithm that, among other properties, detects the boundaries of the auroral elec-636

trojets. Taking advantage of the eastward sheet current density profiles produced by S. Walker637

et al. (2023), we have created a dataset through the use of our algorithm that spans twenty638

years and, due to data gaps, totals eleven years with minute cadence. We make this dataset639

publicly available due to the large range of applications that go beyond the scope of this640

paper.641

The goal of our study was to understand the feasibility of an auroral oval bound-642

ary proxy based on our electrojet boundaries. We have found that the auroral oval de-643

scribed through proton and electron precipitation, and their associated FUV aurora, can644

be variable. Even the comparison between the median boundaries from SI13 images and645

electron precipitation measurement-based auroral occurrence probability can be signif-646

icantly variable. As such the relationship between the electron precipitation auroral oval647

and the electrojet boundaries and the relationship between the proton precipitation au-648

roral oval and electrojet boundaries is very different. We find the proton precipitation649

auroral oval boundaries are much more coincident with the electrojet boundaries. Con-650

sequently, we find that the electrojets can flow outside the electron precipitation auro-651

ral oval which agrees with Feldstein et al. (1999) but, as the auroral oval is more typ-652

ically described by electron precipitation (Kilcommons et al., 2017; Newell et al., 1996;653

Feldstein & Starkov, 1967), this is contrary to the general description of the ionosphere.654

If we move to the paradigm of describing the auroral oval through proton precip-655

itation we can see that there is indeed on average a close resemblance between the au-656

roral oval and the electrojet boundaries. However, determination of the auroral oval from657

the electrojet boundaries encounters three key challenges: (1) Increasing dominant cur-658

rent section ambiguity with proximity to the electrojet discontinuities makes electrojet659

boundaries in the pre-noon and pre-midnight sectors a very poor proxy of the auroral660

oval. (2) The similarities between the electrojet boundaries and the auroral oval bound-661

aries show a seasonal and reconnection rate (ϵ̄N value) dependence. (3) While the au-662

roral oval and electrojet boundaries are statistically similar, analysis of conjunctions shows663

that even under favourable conditions and locations the truth does not always match the664

average.665
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Finally, while we are not the first to find the electrojet boundaries on a routine ba-666

sis (Johnsen, 2013; Viljanen et al., 2020), we are the first to provide a publicly available667

dataset that is based on ground magnetometers with a significant temporal advantage668

over those produced from measurements by the Swarm satellites. The global shape of669

the electrojet and its relationship with the auroral oval shows to be an important prop-670

erty of polar ionospheric dynamics and simply reducing the electrojet to singular val-671

ues, such as the AL and AU indices, will significantly hinder understanding of this field672

(Kamide & Akasofu, 1983; Rostoker et al., 1980) and limit the capabilities of interpret-673

ing the auroral oval when global FUV images are not available or are ineffective.674

6 Data Availability Statement675

The solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field measurements has been down-676

loaded from the OMNI database: https://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/sp phys/data/omni/677

hro 1min/. The dataset of electrojet boundaries and properties can be found at (S. J. Walker678

et al., 2023). The BAS-derived IMAGE auroral boundaries can be found at https://doi.org/10.5285/fa592594-679

93e0-4ee1-8268-b031ce21c3ca (Chisham, 2022). The dataset of Swarm derived electro-680

jet boundaries can be found through https://vires.services/ (Viljanen et al., 2020).681
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Abstract14

The boundaries of the auroral oval and auroral electrojets are an important source of15

information for understanding the coupling between the solar wind and the near-earth16

plasma environment. Of these two types of boundaries the auroral electrojet boundaries17

have received comparatively little attention, and even less attention has been given to18

the connection between the two. Here we introduce a technique for estimating the elec-19

trojet boundaries, and other properties such as total current and peak current, from 1-20

D latitudinal profiles of the eastward component of equivalent current sheet density. We21

apply this technique to a preexisting database of such currents along the 105◦ magnetic22

meridian producing a total of eleven years of 1 minute resolution electrojet boundaries23

during the period 2000–2020. Using statistics and conjunction events we compare our24

electrojet boundary dataset with an existing electrojet boundary dataset, based on Swarm25

satellite measurements, and auroral oval proxies based on particle precipitation and field26

aligned currents. This allows us to validate our dataset and investigate the feasibility27

of an auroral oval proxy based on electrojet boundaries. Through this investigation we28

find the proton precipitation auroral oval is a closer match with the electrojet bound-29

aries. However, the bimodal nature of the electrojet boundaries as we approach the noon30

and midnight discontinuities makes an average electrojet oval poorly defined. With this31

and the direct comparisons differing from the statistics, defining the proton auroral oval32

from electrojet boundaries across all local and universal times is challenging.33

Plain Language Summary34

The global location of the northern and southern lights holds particular importance35

for understanding where space weather hazards are heightened and where energy from36

space is deposited in the upper atmosphere. The brightness of these lights and related37

electrical currents also indicate the magnitude of the energy deposition and associated38

space weather hazards. However, global imaging of aurora is limited by sunlight, with39

generally fewer observations during summer months. Furthermore, global observations40

are not possible from the ground, and space based global imaging has been missing for41

close to two decades. In this study we investigate alternative methods, with particular42

emphasis on a technique based on ground magnetometers. Electrical currents have been43

robustly mapped for two decades over Fennoscandia, without observational limitations44

due to season. We investigate how the average location of these currents relate to the45

average location of the aurora and other related current systems. We use these results46

to discuss the feasibility of finding the location of the aurora from a more abundant data47

source and increasing the understanding of the underlying mechanisms.48

1 Introduction49

The boundaries of the auroral oval are natural points of reference for understand-50

ing and organising polar ionospheric electrodynamics (Burrell et al., 2020; Kilcommons51

et al., 2017; Andersson et al., 2004; Redmon et al., 2010). The poleward boundary of the52

auroral oval is a commonly used proxy of the boundary between open and closed mag-53

netic field lines (OCB) and, therefore, can be used to determine the amount of open mag-54

netic flux contained within the polar cap and is commonly used to describe the magnetic55

energy stored in the magnetotail (Milan et al., 2007, 2017). The equatorward boundary56

describes the extent of where this additional energy translates into enhanced auroral ac-57

tivity (precipitation, strengthened auroral electrojets etc.) and is important in under-58

standing where space weather hazards are heightened (Carbary, 2005). The auroral elec-59

trojets are often described as flowing within the auroral oval (Johnsen, 2013) and mea-60

surements of the electrojets are often reduced to singular metrics to describe the state61

of polar ionospheric activity (i.e., Auroral Lower index, Auroral Upper index, etc.) (Kamide62

& Akasofu, 1983; Rostoker et al., 1980).63
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The auroral oval is typically phenomenologically defined by auroral emissions or64

through the populations of energetic particle precipitation (Longden et al., 2010; Chisham65

et al., 2022; Kilcommons et al., 2017; Decotte et al., 2023; Feldstein & Starkov, 1967; Holz-66

worth & Meng, 1975; Zou et al., 2012). Thresholds of the total precipitating electron en-67

ergy flux are an often used proxy of the OCB (Boakes et al., 2008; Longden et al., 2010).68

However, ground-based auroral observations, which began prior to the advent of space-69

based observations, are limited by location and condition requirements, such as clouds,70

lunar illumination and solar illumination. A number of satellite auroral observations are71

able to image the entire auroral oval and therefore can provide global boundaries, how-72

ever they are limited by the time when the satellite was in operation, satellite orbit and73

to some extent solar illumination because of dayglow (Ohma et al., 2023). Particle de-74

tectors onboard satellites, such as the Defense Meteorlogical Space Program (DMSP) satel-75

lites, have enabled routine determination of auroral oval boundaries through identifica-76

tion of auroral particle precipitation populations (Kilcommons et al., 2017). An advan-77

tage of these measurements is they are not restricted by dayglow and solar illumination78

but they are limited to point observations along the satellite path. Decotte et al. (2023)79

have also shown that auroral boundaries identified via DMSP SSJ electrostatic analy-80

sers are biased in some local time sectors due to the trajectory of these satellites through81

the auroral zone.82

Both field aligned currents and the auroral electrojets can be estimated from their83

magnetic field signatures using magnetometers onboard satellites such as CHAllenging84

Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) and the Swarm satellites and have been compared with85

the auroral oval (Feldstein et al., 1999; Xiong & Lühr, 2014). Routines have been de-86

signed to find the FAC boundaries and electrojet boundaries, with advantages and dis-87

advantages similar to those of boundary estimates made using satellite-based particle88

instruments (Xiong et al., 2014; Xiong & Lühr, 2014; Aakjær et al., 2016; Juusola et al.,89

2006; Viljanen et al., 2020; Kervalishvili et al., 2020). Historically, however, estimates90

of the electrojets have predominantly been made using ground based magnetometers (Harang,91

1946). Like satellite magnetometers, ground-based magnetometers are not challenged92

by weather and solar illumination but additionally have the advantage of being fixed ge-93

ographically (i.e., can remain in and around the auroral zone and ionospheric interac-94

tion region). Such measurements have generally been made at 1-min cadence for the last95

few decades, and more recently 10-s and even 1-s cadence. However, accurate background96

magnetic field estimates are required for baseline removal in order to retrieve the real97

magnitude of perturbations. Additionally, ground magnetometers are limited by loca-98

tion and operation, where more inaccessible sites generally experience more down time99

and areas of sea or completely inaccessible areas of land produce gaps in the distribu-100

tion of magnetometers. Furthermore, ground induced currents can obscure the deriva-101

tion of the ionospheric current particularly when it is assumed the magnetic field per-102

turbations are purely of ionospheric origin.103

The clear advantages of ground based magnetometers, in terms of data coverage104

and reliability, make it important to use the measurements to identify the boundaries105

of the auroral electrojets and understand their place in describing the auroral oval. Thus106

enhancing our knowledge of the auroral oval when more typical measurements are lack-107

ing and gaining a greater understanding of the links between ionospheric processes. To108

our knowledge, three studies have used an algorithm based approach to identify the bound-109

aries of the auroral electrojets on the basis of ground magnetometer measurements (Kisabeth110

& Rostoker, 1971; Johnsen, 2013; Feldstein et al., 1999). In all of these studies the ra-111

dial component of magnetic field perturbations was primarily used for determination of112

the latitudinal extent of the auroral electrojets, and in only one of these was a limited113

comparison with auroral oval boundaries carried out (Feldstein et al., 1999). Kisabeth114

and Rostoker (1971) used a set of magnetometers around the 302◦ magnetic meridian115

(Western Canada), and defined the boundaries of the auroral electrojet as the location116

of the maxima and minima in the radial component that flank the zero point of the ra-117
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Boundary Data Set Boundary Type Measurements

Current Paper (GBM)
Auroral Electrojets

Ground Based Magnetometers
(S. J. Walker et al., 2023) (S. J. Walker et al., 2022; S. Walker et al., 2023)

Swarm (SBM)
Auroral Electrojets

Swarm Magnetometers
(Viljanen et al., 2020) (Kervalishvili et al., 2020)

SI12
Aurora Space Based Imager (IMAGE)

(Chisham et al., 2022)

SI13
Aurora Space Based Imager (IMAGE)

(Chisham et al., 2022)

DMSP
Precipitation Space Based Particle Detector

(Kilcommons et al., 2017)

CHAMP Model
Field Aligned Currents

CHAMP Magnetometer
(Xiong & Lühr, 2014) (Xiong et al., 2014)

Table 1: The data sets used in this study, the type of boundaries they identify, and the
the measurements used to derive them.

dial component or the peak in the horizontal component. They investigated how the width118

and peak varied during a selection of substorms. Johnsen (2013) modelled the auroral119

electrojet as a set of line currents, with amplitudes obtained from fits to the ground mag-120

netic field measured by ground magnetometers in Scandinavia. They then estimated the121

electrojet boundaries algorithmically using the same criteria described by Kisabeth and122

Rostoker (1971). These boundaries are then provided to real time tracking and alerts123

for auroral activity, such as the Advanced Forecast For Ensuring Communications Through124

Space (AFFECTS) project (Bothmer et al., 2013).125

In Section 2 we estimate the electrojet boundaries from minute resolution electro-126

jet current profiles along the 105◦ magnetic meridian presented by S. Walker et al. (2023)127

(S. J. Walker et al., 2022), which yields a database spanning a total of eleven years dur-128

ing the 21-year period between 2000 and 2020 (S. J. Walker et al., 2023). In Section 3129

we compare these boundaries both in case studies and statistically with auroral electro-130

jet boundaries estimated via satellite-bourne magnetometers, auroral oval boundaries131

found using particle precipitation measurements from DMSP satellites (Kilcommons et132

al., 2017; Decotte et al., 2023), a merging electric field scaled model of the FAC bound-133

aries (Xiong et al., 2014; Xiong & Lühr, 2014) and auroral oval boundaries found using134

satellite based far ultra violet (FUV) measurements of the aurora (Longden et al., 2010;135

Chisham et al., 2022). In Section 4 we discuss these comparisons and how the auroral136

electrojet boundaries relate to the auroral oval both on average and on a case by case137

basis.138

2 Data and Methodology139

In this section we describe the different boundary datasets used in this study and140

the methodology behind them. Table 1 summarises these datasets. We also describe the141

parameters we use to bin our data.142
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2.1 Electrojet Boundaries from Regionally Constrained Divergence Free143

Currents144

We now describe how we derive the database of electrojet boundaries and prop-145

erties based on the minute-resolution sheet current density profiles produced by S. Walker146

et al. (2023).147

2.1.1 Estimating the Electrojet Currents148

The core component of S. Walker et al. (2023) and how they estimate the divergence-149

free ionospheric currents is the spherical elementary current systems (SECS) method.150

The superposition of an appropriately scaled collection of SECS basis functions can recre-151

ate any two-dimensional current system that exists on a spherical shell, such as the divergence-152

free ionospheric currents (Vanhamäki & Juusola, 2020; Amm, 1997; Amm & Viljanen,153

1999). Amm (1997) introduced divergence-free SECS basis functions with this purpose154

in mind, and described the current associated with each type of basis function. Amm155

and Viljanen (1999) then derived analytic expressions for the corresponding magnetic156

field. These expressions for the magnetic field enable estimation of the amplitude of each157

member of a collection of SECS basis functions from measurements of the magnetic field158

via a linear inverse problem. Once these amplitudes are known, it is straightforward to159

calculate the total divergence-free current system that can represent the measured mag-160

netic field. S. Walker et al. (2023) used measurements made by a fixed set of twenty ground161

magnetometers in Fennoscandia to constrain their SECS model along with regularisa-162

tion of the east-west gradient and the amplitude of the model vector. Using this model,163

the divergence-free ionospheric sheet current density was estimated along the 105◦ mag-164

netic meridian for each minute when the magnetometers were available concurrently over165

the twenty year period from 2000 to 2020 (S. J. Walker et al., 2022).166

2.1.2 Electrojet Algorithm167

We now describe the algorithm we use to estimate the boundaries and properties168

of the auroral electrojets (S. J. Walker et al., 2022) from the eastward component of the169

divergence-free current density for each of the sheet current density profiles described170

in the previous subsection. Examples of the eastward and westward electrojet bound-171

aries identified via this algorithm are shown in the right middle panels of Figures 1 and172

2. These figures show occurrences of DMSP and Swarm satellites coinciding with data173

from S. J. Walker et al. (2022) and a median sheet current density profile is created for174

each satellite by selecting data from S. J. Walker et al. (2022) that occurs between the175

time of the boundaries detected by the satellites during the event. Specifically, the al-176

gorithm estimates the poleward and equatorward boundary, the value and location of177

the peak sheet current, and the width and total current of multiple current sections, and178

proceeds as follows.179

1. Initial boundary estimates are identified as the points where the current profile180

crosses positive or negative thresholds defined as the 10th percentile of the abso-181

lute current density or the latitude limits of the meridian (shown as thick black182

horizontal lines in the right middle panels of figure 1 and 2 as thresholds for the183

red median profile). This procedure splits the current profile into different sections.184

2. Since the current profiles quite often flatten just above the 10th percentile, in the185

next step the boundary is moved closer to where a clear peak is formed. This point186

is defined as the closest point to the peak where the gradient is still less than 60%187

of the mean absolute gradient in the electrojet section. The peak itself is excluded188

by ensuring that the current magnitude is less than 40% of the mean of the par-189

ticular section. If a new boundary can not be defined in this way, the initial es-190

timate is kept. As such, the boundaries sometimes end up at or close to the low-191

and high-latitude edges of the meridian (respectively 49◦ and 81◦). In such cases192
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the full current section may not have been resolved and the boundaries should not193

be used.194

The boundaries (shown as vertical lines in Figure 1 and 2), peaks, widths, and to-195

tal integrated current of the three strongest eastward and three strongest westward cur-196

rents are saved, where the strength is defined by the total integrated current of the pro-197

file (the strongest east and west current sections are highlighted in Figure 1 and 2, with198

their corresponding colour, for the median profiles associated with the Swarm A satel-199

lite). This dataset is publicly available: S. J. Walker et al. (2023). In this study we use200

the following criteria to deselect a number of boundaries deemed untrustworthy:201

1. Boundaries occurring on first three (less than 50.5◦ MLat) and last three merid-202

ian data points (greater than 79.5◦) are removed as the entire current section may203

not have been resolved204

2. Eastward (westward) current sections must have peaks greater than 0.05 Am−1
205

(less than −0.1 Am−1) for their boundaries to remain. The thresholds are differ-206

ent because the westward electrojet is typically stronger than the eastward elec-207

trojet.208

2.2 Swarm209

We now outline the methodology of Aakjær et al. (2016), which is based on the work210

of Olsen (1996), for calculating sheet currents using Swarm magnetometers. This is the211

methodology used by Kervalishvili et al. (2020) to produce the publicly available sheet212

current dataset. That can be obtained from https://vires.services/ using the code213

SW OPER AEJALPL 2F, SW OPER AEJBLPL 2F, and SW OPER AEJCLPL 2F for214

Swarm A, B and C respectively. We also describe how Viljanen et al. (2020) and Kervalishvili215

et al. (2020) use these sheet current profiles to create a data set of Swarm-based elec-216

trojet boundaries (also available from https://vires.services/ using the code SW OPER AEJAPBL 2F,217

SW OPER AEJBPBL 2F, SW OPER AEJCPBL 2F for Swarm A, B and C respectively).218

Aakjær et al. (2016) represent the auroral electrojet as a series of line currents at219

an altitude of approximately 110 km separated by 113 km along and orientated perpen-220

dicular to the satellite track. Similar to the SECS approach, the amplitude of each line221

current is obtained as an inverse problem in which the superimposed magnetic field of222

the line currents is constrained by the magnitude of the magnetic field perturbations mea-223

sured by the Swarm satellites, where the contribution from FACs is minimal. In Viljanen224

et al. (2020) these line currents are then transformed into the Quasi-Dipole magnetic east225

direction before applying the following electrojet algorithm:226

1. Find the interpolated zero crossings of the current density curve.227

2. Calculate the total current between crossings.228

3. Define the electrojet as the series of current densities with the maximum total cur-229

rent or minimum in the case of the westward electrojet.230

The dataset is also provided with a set of quality flags that allow for the removal of spu-231

rious boundaries. In this study the quality flags were used to remove bad boundaries if232

any of the following conditions are true:233

1. No eastward/westward currents detected.234

2. The equatorward boundary occurs at the edge of the analysis area and the den-235

sity is larger than 20% of peak value.236

3. The poleward boundary occurs at the edge of the analysis area and the density237

is larger than 20% of peak value.238
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4. the Swarm orbit does not fully cover the predefined oval latitude range. The lat-239

itude gap is 2 degrees or larger.240

5. The equatorward boundary occurs at the edge of the analysis area.241

6. The poleward boundary occurs at the edge of the analysis area.242

7. The peak value occurs at the edge of the analysis area.243

As both an eastward and westward electrojet can be detected in one oval crossing and244

only the peaks of the electrojets are provided, we choose the appropriate electrojet by245

the one with the largest peak magnitude.246

2.3 Xiong FAC Boundaries247

Xiong et al. (2014) use the magnetic field measurements made by CHAllenging Min-248

isatellite Payload (CHAMP) to estimate small-scale field-aligned currents (FACs). They249

then use these estimates to identify the boundaries of the FACs for each pass of the au-250

roral oval. Xiong and Lühr (2014) bin these boundaries based on MLT and time inte-251

grated merging electric field (Em), with the latter defined in terms of the Newell epsilon252

value (Newell et al., 2007). For each Em bin an ellipse is fit to the mean latitude of the253

poleward and equatorward boundaries across all MLT bins. Each ellipse parameter is254

represented by a quadratic in terms of Em, with coefficients estimated using least squares,255

thus creating a model of the FAC boundaries that is dependent on the Newell epsilon256

parameter.257

2.4 Boundaries from Global Auroral Imagery258

Longden et al. (2010) and Chisham et al. (2022) define an algorithm for identify-259

ing auroral boundaries in FUV images from the Imager for Magnetopause-to-Aurora Global260

Exploration (IMAGE) satellite (Mende, Heetderks, Frey, Lampton, et al., 2000). They261

apply this algorithm to all three imagers on the IMAGE satellite, SI12, SI13 and WIC,262

creating three datasets. For this study we focus on the boundaries found using the SI12263

and SI13 imagers (Mende, Heetderks, Frey, Stock, et al., 2000), which measure emissions264

related to proton and electron precipitation respectively, as they have a reduced influ-265

ence from dayglow compared to the WIC imager (Longden et al., 2010). The Chisham266

et al. (2022) auroral boundary algorithm proceeds as follows: (1) The locations of the267

pixels of the raw image are found in AACGM (Altitude Adjusted Corrected Geomag-268

netic) coordinates. (2) Measured intensities in the image are subdivided into bins of size269

1 h in MLT, the first bin being 0–1 MLT, and 1◦ MLat between 50◦ and 90◦ MLat. (3)270

A latitudinal intensity profile is constructed for each MLT segment. (4) This profile is271

then fitted by two different functions: the sum of a Gaussian function and a quadratic,272

and the sum of two Gaussian functions and a quadratic. The function with better good-273

ness of fit is then chosen as the better fit. (5) In the case of a single Gaussian being the274

better fit the poleward and equatorward boundaries are determined by the peak of the275

Gaussian curve plus and minus the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Gaus-276

sian respectively. In the case of the double Gaussian the poleward boundary is deter-277

mined by the peak of the Gaussian curve with the poleward maximum plus its FWHM278

and the equatorward boundary is determined by the peak of the Gaussian curve with279

the equatorward maximum minus its FWHM. Additional acceptance criteria for a suc-280

cessful boundary determination can be found in Longden et al. (2010) and Chisham et281

al. (2022).282

2.5 DMSP (Kilcommons Algorithm)283

The Kilcommons et al. (2017) algorithm estimates the auroral oval boundaries on284

the basis of precipitation measurements made by the Special Sensor J (SSJ) instrument285
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onboard DMSP satellites. Decotte et al. (2023) use a portion of this algorithm to pro-286

duce auroral precipitation occurrence probability maps from the same measurements.287

Using the total energy flux of electrons between 1.3 and 30 keV (JE), Kilcommons288

et al. (2017) identify candidate auroral ovals as regions where JE is greater than 109 eV289

for polar passes that cross the auroral oval in two places. Using a figure of merit an au-290

roral oval pair is selected from the candidates and the latitude limits recorded as auro-291

ral oval boundaries. Examples of these boundaries can be seen in the top right panel of292

Figure 1 and 2 along with the JE latitude profile.293

Decotte et al. (2023) used a similar approach however, they use a limit of 2×109 eV.294

Furthermore, to counter problems due to orbital bias and make a dataset that can be295

statistically compared to the others mentioned in the prior subsections, the threshold296

is used to create a binary dataset of spacecraft locations (for several DMSP satellites)297

defined as being within either auroral or non auroral precipitation. From this dataset298

statistical maps of auroral precipitation occurrence probability are then created.299

2.6 Newell coupling function ϵN300

We make use of the Newell coupling function301

ϵN = v4/3
(√

B2
y +B2

z

)2/3

sin8/3 (θ/2) , (1)

throughout this study. Here v, By, Bz, and θ = tan−1 (By/Bz) are respectively the so-302

lar wind speed, the y and z components of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), and303

the IMF clock angle, with all quantities given in geocentric solar magnetic coordinates.304

We use ϵN averaged over a two-hour backward-looking window, ϵ̄N , as an indica-305

tor of solar wind driving. This quantity is calculated using solar wind and IMF measure-306

ments from the NASA OMNI database at one-minute resolution (King & Papitashvili,307

2005).308

3 Results309

3.1 Conjunctions310

In this section we present two conjunction events between DMSP satellites, Swarm311

satellites and the 105◦ magnetic meridian, on which the ground based magnetometer (GBM)312

electrojet boundary dataset is located.313

Figure 1 shows a conjunction between the 105◦ magnetic meridian, the Swarm A314

and C satellites and the DMSP F17 satellite for the period between 14:33:00 and 14:53:00315

on 13th March 2014. Figure 2 shows a conjunction between the 105◦ magnetic merid-316

ian, the Swarm A satellite and the DMSP F18 satellite between 16:14:22 and 16:37:34317

on the 22nd of February 2014. In both Figures 1 and 2, the left panel shows a map il-318

lustrating the 105◦ meridian and the orbital trajectory of the satellites in a cubed-sphere319

projection during the conjunction. The top right panel shows the integrated energy flux320

between 1.3 and 30 keV for the electrons and ions based on measurements by the SSJ321

instrument onboard the DMSP satellite, together with the precipitation boundaries from322

Kilcommons et al. (2017). The horizontal line represents the threshold value used by Kilcommons323

et al. (2017). The middle right panel shows several sheet current density profiles, one324

for each satellite in the event. Each profile is constructed by finding the median sheet325

current density in S. J. Walker et al. (2023) occurring at times between when the two326

boundaries were identified by the particular satellite and are colour coded by the asso-327

ciated satellite (following the scheme in the left panel). Thus there are three median pro-328

files in Figure 1 and two median profiles in Figure 2. The algorithm described in section329

2.1.2 is applied to each median profile and the boundaries of the strongest east and west330
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Figure 1: Conjunction event between the 105◦ magnetic meridian, Swarm A, Swarm C
and DMSP F17, occurring between 14:33:00 and 14:53:00 UT on 13th of March 2014. The
105◦ magnetic meridian goes from approximately 16.5 to 16.9 MLT and ϵ̄N ranges from
3.6 to 4.3. The left panel shows a map of Fennoscandia and the location of the twenty
magnetometers used by S. Walker et al. (2023), the satellite trajectories and the 105◦

magnetic meridian. Magnetic latitudes and longitudes are given in Apex coordinates. The
top right panel shows the proton and electron energy flux measurements by DMSP F17
integrated between 1.3 and 30 keV. Vertical green lines show the auroral oval boundaries
found through the method described by Kilcommons et al. (2017) and a horizontal or-
ange line shows the associated integrated flux threshold. The middle right panel shows
an application of the algorithm, described in section 2.1.2, to three median sheet current
density profiles. Each median sheet current density profile is constructed by finding the
median of the eastward sheet current density in S. J. Walker et al. (2022) between the
time of the boundaries found using DMSP F17, Swarm A and Swarm C. The colour of
each median profile indicates which satellite boundary times are used for the window
to determine the median profile, following the same colour convention as the left panel.
The strongest east and west current sections found using the median profile associated
with Swarm A are highlighted with their corresponding colour. The bottom right panel
shows the sheet current density profiles found using Swarm A and C and their associated
electrojet boundaries (Viljanen et al., 2020; Kervalishvili et al., 2020). The colour of the
profiles and corresponding boundaries are the same colour to identify the satellite used.
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Figure 2: Conjunction event between the 105◦ magnetic meridian, Swarm A and DMSP
F18, occurring between 16:14:22 and 16:37:34 UT on 22nd of February 2014, in the same
format as Figure 1. The 105◦ magnetic meridian goes from approximately 18.2 to 18.6
MLT and ϵ̄N has a range of 5.4 to 6.1.

current for each median profile are shown with green and red vertical lines respectively.331

The 10% quantile, which is used for the boundary first guess (cf. section 2.1.2), is shown332

and the strongest east and west currents are highlighted with their corresponding colours333

for the median profile associated with the Swarm A conjunction in Figure 1 and 2. The334

bottom right panel shows the sheet current density profiles, derived using the line cur-335

rent method and the Swarm magnetometers, and the boundaries of the eastward cur-336

rent (Aakjær et al., 2016; Viljanen et al., 2020; Kervalishvili et al., 2020).337

In both conjunctions we find a clear similarity between the SECS derived eastward338

current, based on ground magnetometers, and the line current derived eastward currents,339

based on Swarm magnetometers. Unsurprisingly, we also see that the boundaries from340

the two electrojet datasets are very similar particularly if one considers the separation341

of the data points for the GBM electrojet boundaries, approximately 0.65◦ MLat. In both342

conjunctions we find the DMSP poleward boundary to coincide with the poleward elec-343

trojet boundaries, but the equatorward boundary is situated close to the peak of the elec-344

trojet. The equatorward extent of the integrated ion flux above the threshold matches345

well with the equatorward boundary of the electrojet, but the poleward extent only matches346

with the poleward boundary of the electrojet in Figure 1. Despite the short time scale347

of the conjunctions, the electrojet is not constant. In Figure 1 there is approximately348

ten minutes separation between the boundaries produced by Swarm A and C. Both the349

associated median GBM current and Swarm based magnetometer (SBM) current show350

clear differences, but the GBM and SBM poleward boundaries are relatively stable over351

this time period. However, the Swarm C and DMSP F17 boundaries are approximately352

two minutes apart which is why they have near identical median GBM current profiles353

and the boundaries found from these current profiles are identical. In Figure 2 the Swarm354

A and DMSP F18 boundaries are approximately 10 minutes apart which may contribute355
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Figure 3: Data coverage and distribution of the SI12, SI13, SBM electrojet and GBM
electrojet boundaries from one ϵ̄N bin, from Figure 5 and 6, and using the same MLT
binning as used in Figure 5 and 6. The left panel shows the data distribution for the
poleward boundary and the right panel shows the data distribution for the equatorward
boundary.

to significantly different median GBM current profiles and clear differences in the equa-356

torward GBM boundary. But, once again, the poleward boundary shows stability over357

this period and is identical for the median GBM current profiles associated with DMSP358

F18 and Swarm A.359

3.2 Data Availability and Distribution360

In the following section we present and describe a statistical investigation of the361

various boundary datasets.362

Six bins of close to equal sample size have been created using ϵ̄N for the ground363

based magnetometer electrojet boundary dataset. These bins are applied to all the datasets364

and additionally binned by MLT bins of size 1 h starting at 0–1 MLT. The mean Newell365

epsilon values and binning are explained further in section 3.3. Figure 3 shows the num-366

ber of poleward and equatorward boundaries that contribute to the 5.1 < ϵ̄N < 6.7367

bin for all datasets. The general MLT trend and relative difference between the data sets368

is not greatly different between the different ϵ̄N bins used in Figures 5 and 6. There are369

much fewer SBM boundaries compared to other datasets and all four datasets show a370

reduction in the number boundaries pre-noon, however this reduction is much more sig-371

nificant with the FUV boundaries. The difference in the counts between the poleward372

and equatorward boundaries is minimal for all datasets. There is also a reduction in the373

number of GBM boundaries between 20 and 23 MLT and, although we do not show these374

plots, a similar behaviour can be observed for weaker ϵ̄N for the SBM boundaries.375

Figure 4 shows the median absolute deviation (MAD) of the poleward and equa-376

torward boundaries, as the radial value (in degrees), for the same ϵ̄N range as used in377

Figure 3, in order to depict the spread of the distribution behind each statistic. In gen-378

eral, including the bins not shown, the MAD of the poleward and equatorward bound-379

ary for the electrojet boundaries are very similar, particularly in terms of the location380
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Figure 4: Same as Figure 3 but the median absolute deviation (MAD) is calculated in-
stead of the data counts in each MLT bin.

of the peaks. The same cannot be said for the MAD of the SI12 and SI13 boundaries381

which exhibit peaks at 15 and 18 MLT respectively for the equatorward boundary but382

no clear peaks for the poleward boundary. Furthermore, the peaks in the MAD of the383

poleward boundary and equatorward boundary for all datasets is consistent across all384

bins of ϵ̄N . Overall the FUV boundaries have a smaller MAD than the other datasets,385

most significantly where the MAD peaks in GBM and SBM boundaries between 9 and386

12 MLT and 20 and 23 MLT. However the MAD of the equatorward boundaries is com-387

parable between 14 and 18 MLT and between 3 and 9 MLT and where the MAD of the388

FUV poleward boundaries peak their MAD is the largest of the datasets.389

3.3 The dependence of average boundaries on solar wind coupling390

We now present and describe the statistical maps (median values) of the different391

boundary datasets introduced in section 2.392

Figure 5 shows the median equatorward and poleward auroral boundaries using the393

SI12 and SI13 imagers on IMAGE (Chisham et al., 2022) as blue and purple lines respec-394

tively, together with the median ground based magnetometer (GBM) electrojet bound-395

aries (this study) shown with orange lines. The auroral occurrence probability based on396

the SSJ instrument onboard the DMSP satellites (Kilcommons et al., 2017; Decotte et397

al., 2023) is shown in grey-scale. Each plot within the figure represents a different ϵ̄N398

bin, reflecting its value averaged over the two hours prior to the boundary detection. The399

limits have been chosen so that the number of GBM electrojet boundaries is similar in400

each bin. Six bins have been created but the final bin (ϵN > 9.1) is omitted due to its401

large range and having comparatively more anomalous data. The IMAGE boundaries402

are selected when there are at least four boundaries available for an image, to avoid spu-403

rious boundaries. In addition to the algorithm described in section 2.1.2, the electrojet404

boundaries in Figure 5 are further screened to ensure confidence in the boundaries we405

present: (1) For each minute of data in S. J. Walker et al. (2022) the electrojet bound-406

aries are defined as the boundaries identified for the strongest current section (where strength407

is defined as the absolute total current of the section). (2) The boundaries of the elec-408
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Figure 5: Median SI12, SI13 and GBM electrojet boundaries in 5 bins of ϵ̄N (see section
2.6) and in 24 MLT bins of size 1 h, with the first bin being 0-1 MLT. The background
colour is used to show the auroral precipitation occurrence probability found by Decotte
et al. (2023) and using their spatial bins and additionally binned by our ϵ̄N ranges.
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trojet are checked for their proximity to the edge of the meridian, those occurring on the409

first three data points of the meridian (less than 50.5◦ MLat) and the last three data points410

(greater than 79.5◦ MLat) are removed to ensure that the boundary of the electrojet can411

be seen in S. J. Walker et al. (2022). (3) When an eastward electrojet is chosen the peak412

must be larger than 0.05 A/km and for a westward electrojet the peak must be below413

-0.1 A/km. (4) Finally, to make the boundaries comparable to those produced by Chisham414

et al. (2022) we bin the electrojet boundaries using MLT bins of width 1 MLT, centred415

at half MLTs. Additionally, we have used used bootstrapping to calculate how well de-416

fined the median of the datasets are. This is done using the scipy bootstrap function (Virtanen417

et al., 2020) where the use of default values creates 9999 random realisations of the data418

(all the data that contributes to one median data point in Figure 5) each the same size419

as the initial data. The median is then found for each realisation producing 9999 real-420

isations of the median and then the standard deviation is calculated using these medi-421

ans which we refer to as the bootstrapped standard deviation of the median from here-422

after. We do not show the bootstrapped standard deviation of the median as the val-423

ues are small. SBM has the largest bootstrapped standard deviations of all the dataset424

but, even so, the values do not exceed half a degree and therefore the medians of each425

dataset can be considered well defined. However this should not be considered an indi-426

cation of the spread of the distributions of the datasets, which is quantified by the MAD427

values in Figure 4, and further explored in section 4.428

We see a remarkable similarity between the SI12 boundaries and the electrojet bound-429

aries in most MLT sectors, however, differences are apparent in the pre-midnight sec-430

tor and around 15 MLT. In general for both boundaries SI12 is closer to the electrojets431

in comparison to the auroral occurrence probability and SI13. As ϵ̄N increases the SI12432

and electrojet boundaries on the dayside become closer but in the pre-midnight sector433

they become further apart, in this sector the SI12 boundaries remain quasi circular but434

the GBM boundaries increasingly deviate towards a straight line as ϵ̄N increases.435

Figure 6 shows median boundaries for the GBM electrojets and the Swarm based436

magnetometer (SBM) electrojets, as purple and orange lines respectively, using the same437

MLT and ϵ̄N bins as in Figure 5. The same auroral occurrence probability maps are also438

shown. The FAC boundary model (Xiong & Lühr, 2014) is shown as a blue dashed line,439

where the midpoint of the ϵ̄N bin is used as input for the model. As stated previously440

the bootstrapped standard deviation of the datasets presented are small and thus the441

median boundaries in Figure 6 are well defined.442

The different electrojet boundary datasets show a significant similarity for most443

MLT and ϵ̄N bins but the largest deviations appear on the night side for the poleward444

boundary and increase with ϵ̄N . The equatorward boundary of the FAC boundary model445

shows similarities with the electrojet boundary datasets, however much like FUV bound-446

aries in Figure 5 the FAC and electrojet boundaries are a poorer match in the pre-midnight447

sector where the shape of the electrojet boundaries change. In general the comparison448

is much worse between the FAC model and the electrojet boundaries for weaker ϵ̄N , even449

more so for the poleward boundary than the equatorward boundary.450

3.4 Seasonal variability of median boundaries451

Using satellite based FUV images and measurements of particle precipitation, pre-452

vious studies have investigated how season affects the auroral oval (Oznovich et al., 1993),453

the OCB (Laundal et al., 2010), and the equatorward boundary of the diffuse aurora (Landry454

& Anderson, 2019). In this section we investigate how the different boundary datasets455

used in this study vary with season, with summer and winter defined respectively as when456

the dipole tilt is ψ > 10◦ and ψ < −10◦, since we only use data from the Northern457

hemisphere.458
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Figure 6: Constructed the same as Figure 5 but using SBM electrojet boundaries instead
of SI12 and SI13. Additionally, FAC boundaries are found for each ϵ̄N bin by using the
midpoint of the bins as input for the model (Xiong & Lühr, 2014).
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Figure 7: Median SI12, SI13, SBM electrojet boundaries compared with the GBM elec-
trojet boundaries within one ϵ̄N bin from Figure 5 and 6 and using the same MLT bins.
Boundaries are additionally binned into summer and winter, where summer is defined as
when the dipole tilt is greater than 10◦ and winter is defined as when the dipole tilt is
less than -10◦. The left panel compares the seasonally binned GBM and SBM electrojet
boundaries. The middle panel compares the seasonally binned GBM electrojet boundaries
and the SI12 boundaries. The right panel compares the seasonally binned GBM electrojet
boundaries and the SI13 boundaries.
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Figure 7 shows the median of the poleward and equatorward boundary for each bound-459

ary dataset, using the same MLT binning used in Figure 5 and the 5.1 < ϵ̄N < 6.7460

bin from the same Figure. From left to right the panel compares seasonal GBM electro-461

jet boundaries with SBM electrojet boundaries, SI12 boundaries and SI13 boundaries462

respectively, where winter is defined as when the dipole tilt is less than −10◦ and sum-463

mer when the dipole tilt is greater than 10◦. We have also calculated the bootstrapped464

standard deviation for the median boundaries shown, finding that they are typically less465

than 0.6◦ across all datasets for both summer and winter and the poleward and equa-466

torward boundaries. Once again the SBM boundaries have the largest bootstrapped stan-467

dard deviation but even the larger spikes do not exceed one degree. Since the GBM dataset468

is from a fixed geographic location, it has its own inherent dipole tilt relation for a given469

MLT location, leading to systematic dipole tilt variations in MLT within the allowed sum-470

mer/winter range. Additionally there exist biases within the distribution of each mag-471

netometer’s availability per month that can shift the median month in summer and win-472

ter away from the solstices. Hence, subtle seasonal differences should be interpreted with473

care. The GBM equatorward boundary shows little difference due to season at dawn and474

from 14 to 17 MLT. However, significant differences can be seen from 8 to 14 MLT and475

pre-midnight. The GBM poleward boundary shows seasonal differences at all MLT sec-476

tors, being closest around 5 MLT and most different around 17 MLT.477

In the left panel we can see how the GBM and SBM boundaries compare season-478

ally. The SBM equatorward and poleward boundaries are similarly affected by season479

as the GBM boundaries are, in particular we see around 5 MLT that even the different480

datasets show little difference for both the poleward and equatorward boundaries. In other481

sectors the datasets are not as good a match. However, the seasonal trend is much the482

same, where the electrojet is more poleward during the summer in the pre-noon sector483

and more equatorward from 18 to 24 MLT. The pre-noon sector shows a clear shift in484

the equatorward boundary of the electrojet during the summer, deviating from the more485

circular path that is visible during the winter. There is a similar behaviour for the SBM486

poleward boundaries but not so clearly for the GBM poleward boundaries, an effect that487

could be attributed to the latitudinal limit of the datasets as the median poeward bound-488

ary for the SBM dataset is beyond the latitudinal extent of the GBM dataset.489

In the middle panel there is minimal seasonal variation in the SI12 poleward and490

equatorward boundaries. Therefore, although during summer the SI12 boundaries are491

similar to the GBM boundaries, in the winter they are not. The biggest difference be-492

tween the SI12 and GBM equatorward boundaries occurs pre-noon and pre-midnight in493

both seasons. For the poleward boundary the biggest difference occurs between 11 and494

20 MLT during the winter and 13 to 20 MLT in the summer.495

In the right panel we see that SI13 has a greater seasonal variation in both bound-496

aries than for SI12. For the equatorward boundary the greatest seasonal variation oc-497

curs from noon to midnight but from midnight to noon for the poleward boundary. Al-498

though the GBM boundaries do not match as well with SI13 as they do with SI12, there499

are some MLT sectors where the seasonal trends agree. In the SI12 and 13 datasets in500

the summer the equatorward boundary pre-noon exhibits a poleward shift and the pole-501

ward boundary has a poleward shift from 13 to 21 MLT and an equatorward shift be-502

tween 1 and 6 MLT.503

4 Discussion504

Knowledge of the location of auroral oval boundaries is an important tool for un-505

derstanding space weather and solar wind - magnetosphere coupling (Chisham et al., 2008).506

In particular, knowledge of the location of the OCB is very useful (Chisham, 2017), and507

a global and continually available proxy of the OCB would be invaluable. There are chal-508

lenges associated with finding these boundaries through more conventional measurements509
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such as auroral images and particle precipitation measurements. Here, we have proposed510

the advantages of understanding the auroral oval through the auroral electrojets due to511

the temporal and spatial prevalence of ground based magnetometers. In this section we512

discuss the results presented in section 3, with a focus on how our electrojet boundary513

dataset compares both statistically and in case studies to Swarm-based magnetometer514

electrojet boundaries (Kervalishvili et al., 2020; Viljanen et al., 2020) and other common515

means of estimating the auroral oval (SI12, SI13 and auroral precipitation occurrence516

probability) (Chisham et al., 2022; Decotte et al., 2023; Kilcommons et al., 2017).517

In Figure 6 we presented the modelled FAC boundaries (Xiong & Lühr, 2014) to-518

gether with the median electrojet boundary and auroral occurrence probability maps.519

One must be careful when interpreting differences between the FAC boundary model,520

the median boundaries and auroral occurrence probability because the ϵ̄N used to con-521

strain the model and the ϵ̄N used to bin the boundary data are calculated through dif-522

ferent methods (Xiong & Lühr, 2014). Despite this, the trend of increasing eccentricity523

of the poleward and equatorward boundaries as ϵ̄N weakens remains a valid similarity524

between the FAC boundaries and the SBM and GBM electrojet boundaries. Due to the525

latitude limit of the GBM electrojet boundaries the increase in eccentricity is clearer for526

the SBM electrojet poleward boundary than the GBM electrojet poleward boundary. Ex-527

cluding regions affected by the pre-noon and pre-midnight electrojet discontinuities, it528

is likely that an ellipse would represent an appropriate geometry for an electrojet bound-529

ary model and a similar approach to Xiong and Lühr (2014) could be a fruitful endeav-530

our.531

The SBM and GBM electrojet boundaries are similar both statistically (Figure 6)532

and in the two conjunction studies we present in section 3.1 (Figure 1 and 2). However,533

at the electrojet discontinuities, around pre-midnight and pre-noon (regions surround-534

ing and including the location of convection reversal), the SBM and GBM electrojet are535

dissimilar from each other and from the SI12 and SI13 boundary datasets. It is in these536

regions that we also observe spikes in the MAD of both boundaries from the SBM and537

GBM datasets (Figure 4), and a dip in the counts (Figure 3). Johnsen (2013) comments538

on the challenges of determining the electrojet boundaries at these discontinuities due539

to the elevated complexity of the current systems, and omits these regions from their bound-540

ary determination using three- and four-hour universal time (UT) windows for the pre-541

noon and pre-midnight discontinuities, respectively. However, we see in Figure 5 that542

on average the electrojet boundaries deviate more from the auroral oval (as defined by543

SI12) with increasing ϵ̄N value and with a greater range of MLTs affected. This suggests544

that a fixed window is not suitable and that in many cases useful information about the545

boundaries is likely discarded.546

To understand how different boundary datasets are affected in the discontinuity547

regions, we present in Figure 8 the distribution of the boundaries in two MLT bins around548

magnetic noon (11–12 MLT and 12–13 MLT) and two MLT bins around pre-midnight549

(20–21 and 21–22 MLT) for a single ϵ̄N bin (5.1–6.7) from Figure 5. There are two peaks550

in the distribution of GBM and SBM electrojet boundaries, most prominent in the dis-551

tribution of poleward boundaries, which suggests two distinct populations. Equivalent552

current maps in S. Walker et al. (2023) show that either side of the discontinuities the553

strongest current sections are opposite in direction. Consequently, our algorithm will de-554

scribe the auroral oval using the boundaries of the strongest eastward current section in555

the afternoon and dusk sectors and using the boundaries of the strongest westward cur-556

rent section in the dawn and morning sectors. In the Harang Discontinuity (HD) a low557

latitude strong westward (eastward) current flows into a high latitude westward (east-558

ward) current as the discontinuity is traversed clockwise (anti-clockwise) and the oppo-559

site is the case for the dayside discontinuity. While in the other MLT sectors the low lat-560

itude current section is on average much stronger than the high latitude current section,561

the strengths become more similar the closer we get to the discontinuities. In our bound-562
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Figure 8: Distribution of the poleward boundary and equatorward boundary for the SI12,
SI3, SBM electrojet and GBM electrojet boundary datasets within one ϵ̄N bin from Fig-
ure 5 and 6. Four MLT bins are selected from Figure 5 and 6, 11 to 12 MLT (a), 12 to 13
MLT (b), 20 to 21 MLT (c) and 21 to 22 MLT (d).
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aries we observe this as the boundary distributions becoming more bimodal and the av-563

erage shifting poleward as we come closer to the average location of the discontinuities564

due to the increase in probability of selecting the high latitude current section.565

Given that ambiguity in the dominant current section causes a poleward shift in566

the average boundaries we can use the poleward shift in the GBM and SBM electrojet567

boundaries in Figure 5 and 6 to identify where and how often the ambiguity occurs. SBM568

exhibits a greater poleward shift than the GBM dataset and this is due to the latitude569

limitations of the GBM data set, a consequence of the latitude distribution of magne-570

tometers in Fennoscandia (S. Walker et al., 2023). We also see in Figure 6 that the am-571

biguity pre-midnight covers a greater range of MLTs than pre-noon, something that can572

be the result of a difference in the size of the HD and the dayside discontinuity or/and573

a difference in the distribution in the MLT location of the two discontinuities. The MLT574

distribution of the discontinuity on the dayside is expected to depend on the IMF By,575

which strongly controls the plasma flow resulting from dayside reconnection (e.g., Laun-576

dal et al., 2018). Further separation by IMF By could shed light on the effect of By on577

the GBM/SBM poleward boundary variation. As we can see in Figure 7, the poleward578

shift in the boundaries at the dayside electrojet discontinuity is enhanced during the sum-579

mer compared to the winter. However, there appears to be no significant seasonal vari-580

ation in the effect in the HD region. This difference in seasonal variation between the581

dayside and the nightside could be an effect of corresponding variations in solar EUV582

produced conductance, which is more important on the dayside. In terms of the use of583

the GBM and SBM electrojet boundary datasets as auroral oval proxies one must con-584

sider the proximity to the HD and dayside discontinuity, solar wind driving (ϵ̄N ) and dipole585

tilt in order to determine the likelihood of dominant current section ambiguity.586

When analysing Figure 5 we find that the GBM electrojet boundaries, in most MLT587

sectors, are as close to the SI12 boundaries as they are to the SBM electrojet boundaries,588

particularly as ϵ̄N increases. On the other hand, the SI13 boundaries are only close when589

the differences between SI12 and SI13 are small. Feldstein et al. (1999) found that the590

eastward electrojet often extends equatorward of the auroral oval as defined by electron591

precipitation; this is the same relationship that we observe between the electrojet bound-592

aries and the SI13 boundaries and the auroral occurrence probability. Given that SI12593

measures the emissions related to proton precipitation and SI13 measurements are dom-594

inated by emissions related to electron precipitation (Coumans et al., 2004; Gérard et595

al., 2001; Frey et al., 2001), our results and the results of Feldstein et al. (1999) there-596

fore support one another, and contradict the notion that the electrojets must flow within597

the auroral oval as defined by electron precipitation (Rostoker et al., 1996).598

Although SI13 is related to the precipitation of auroral energy electrons, Figure 5599

shows that the auroral precipitation occurrence probability maps do not everywhere align600

well with the SI13 boundaries, in particular in the pre-noon sector where the auroral pre-601

cipitation occurrence probability extends far equatorward of all the boundary datasets602

in this study. In general the SI13 boundaries and the auroral precipitation occurrence603

probability become more dissimilar for weaker ϵ̄N values but the opposite is the case in604

the pre-noon sector. Figure 1 and 2 occur in the MLT ranges 16.5–16.9 and 18.2–18.6605

and with ϵ̄N ranges of approximately 3.6–4.3 and 5.4–6.1, respectively.606

Although Feldstein et al. (1999) do not examine the latitude limits of auroral en-607

ergy proton precipitation they do comment on the peak in proton precipitation occur-608

ring close to the centre of the eastward electrojet. Similarly, in Figure 1 and 2 we find609

the centre of enhanced auroral energy proton precipitation occurs around the centre of610

the eastward electrojet. Both in the median boundaries (Figure 5) and in the first con-611

junction (Figure 1) we observe an extension of the relationship between the eastward elec-612

trojet and proton precipitation, where limits of the precipitation are close to or coinci-613

dent with the eastward electrojet boundaries. Figure 1 and 2 show the same as Feldstein614

et al. (1999) and the median boundaries, that the eastward electrojet can extend equa-615
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torward of the electron precipitation defined auroral oval. However, the poleward limit616

of the electron precipitation occurring close to the poleward boundary of the eastward617

electrojet that can be see in Figures 1 and 2 is not shown in Figure 5 or in Feldstein et618

al. (1999) but is seen for the westward electrojet in Figure 5 and Feldstein et al. (1999).619

Finally, in Figure 2 the latitudinal extent of the proton precipitation poorly reflects the620

electrojet boundaries. Despite this, the equatorward boundary of the proton precipita-621

tion is much closer to the electrojet boundary than for the electron precipitation. Feldstein622

et al. (1999) finds a large variation in the relationship between precipitation regions and623

boundaries and the electrojet boundaries and centres, something that is also clear in this624

study with the difference between patterns in the average boundaries (Figure 5), and the625

direct comparisons (Figure 1 and 2). A greater number of direct comparisons may be626

required to ensure the trends in the average boundaries are representative of the trends627

in reality. In summation, with the results presented one must be careful when interpret-628

ing the auroral oval boundaries derived from the electrojet boundaries based on what629

is seen in the trends of the average boundaries.630

5 Conclusion631

Finding the boundaries of the auroral oval is of key importance in understanding632

the region of enhanced space weather hazards in the polar regions. In particular the OCB633

allows us to quantify the amount of open flux in the polar cap and subsequently under-634

stand the amount of energy stored in the magnetotail. In this study we have developed635

an algorithm that, among other properties, detects the boundaries of the auroral elec-636

trojets. Taking advantage of the eastward sheet current density profiles produced by S. Walker637

et al. (2023), we have created a dataset through the use of our algorithm that spans twenty638

years and, due to data gaps, totals eleven years with minute cadence. We make this dataset639

publicly available due to the large range of applications that go beyond the scope of this640

paper.641

The goal of our study was to understand the feasibility of an auroral oval bound-642

ary proxy based on our electrojet boundaries. We have found that the auroral oval de-643

scribed through proton and electron precipitation, and their associated FUV aurora, can644

be variable. Even the comparison between the median boundaries from SI13 images and645

electron precipitation measurement-based auroral occurrence probability can be signif-646

icantly variable. As such the relationship between the electron precipitation auroral oval647

and the electrojet boundaries and the relationship between the proton precipitation au-648

roral oval and electrojet boundaries is very different. We find the proton precipitation649

auroral oval boundaries are much more coincident with the electrojet boundaries. Con-650

sequently, we find that the electrojets can flow outside the electron precipitation auro-651

ral oval which agrees with Feldstein et al. (1999) but, as the auroral oval is more typ-652

ically described by electron precipitation (Kilcommons et al., 2017; Newell et al., 1996;653

Feldstein & Starkov, 1967), this is contrary to the general description of the ionosphere.654

If we move to the paradigm of describing the auroral oval through proton precip-655

itation we can see that there is indeed on average a close resemblance between the au-656

roral oval and the electrojet boundaries. However, determination of the auroral oval from657

the electrojet boundaries encounters three key challenges: (1) Increasing dominant cur-658

rent section ambiguity with proximity to the electrojet discontinuities makes electrojet659

boundaries in the pre-noon and pre-midnight sectors a very poor proxy of the auroral660

oval. (2) The similarities between the electrojet boundaries and the auroral oval bound-661

aries show a seasonal and reconnection rate (ϵ̄N value) dependence. (3) While the au-662

roral oval and electrojet boundaries are statistically similar, analysis of conjunctions shows663

that even under favourable conditions and locations the truth does not always match the664

average.665
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Finally, while we are not the first to find the electrojet boundaries on a routine ba-666

sis (Johnsen, 2013; Viljanen et al., 2020), we are the first to provide a publicly available667

dataset that is based on ground magnetometers with a significant temporal advantage668

over those produced from measurements by the Swarm satellites. The global shape of669

the electrojet and its relationship with the auroral oval shows to be an important prop-670

erty of polar ionospheric dynamics and simply reducing the electrojet to singular val-671

ues, such as the AL and AU indices, will significantly hinder understanding of this field672

(Kamide & Akasofu, 1983; Rostoker et al., 1980) and limit the capabilities of interpret-673

ing the auroral oval when global FUV images are not available or are ineffective.674

6 Data Availability Statement675

The solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field measurements has been down-676

loaded from the OMNI database: https://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/sp phys/data/omni/677

hro 1min/. The dataset of electrojet boundaries and properties can be found at (S. J. Walker678

et al., 2023). The BAS-derived IMAGE auroral boundaries can be found at https://doi.org/10.5285/fa592594-679

93e0-4ee1-8268-b031ce21c3ca (Chisham, 2022). The dataset of Swarm derived electro-680

jet boundaries can be found through https://vires.services/ (Viljanen et al., 2020).681
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